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Abstract The interlingual approach to machine translation (MT) is used success-
fully in multilingual translation. It aims to achieve the translation task in two inde-
pendent steps. First, meanings of the source-language sentences are represented in an
intermediate language-independent (Interlingua) representation. Then, sentences of
the target language are generated from those meaning representations. Arabic natural
language processing in general is still underdeveloped and Arabic natural language
generation (NLG) is even less developed. In particular, Arabic NLG from Interlinguas
was only investigated using template-based approaches. Moreover, tools used for other
languages are not easily adaptable to Arabic due to the language complexity at both
the morphological and syntactic levels. In this paper, we describe a rule-based gener-
ation approach for task-oriented Interlingua-based spoken dialogue that transforms a
relatively shallow semantic interlingual representation, called interchange format (IF),
into Arabic text that corresponds to the intentions underlying the speaker’s utterances.
This approach addresses the handling of the problems of Arabic syntactic structure
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determination, and Arabic morphological and syntactic generation within the Interlin-
gual MT approach. The generation approach is developed primarily within the frame-
work of the NESPOLE! (NEgotiating through SPOken Language in E-commerce)
multilingual speech-to-speech MT project. The IF-to-Arabic generator is implemented
in SICStus Prolog. We conducted evaluation experiments using the input and output
from the English analyzer that was developed by the NESPOLE! team at Carnegie
Mellon University. The results of these experiments were promising and confirmed the
ability of the rule-based approach in generating Arabic translation from the Interlingua
taken from the travel and tourism domain.

Keywords Machine translation · Interlingua · Rule-based text generation ·
Natural language generation · Arabic natural language processing

1 Introduction

Arabic is the fourth most-widely spoken language in the world. It is a highly inflec-
tional language, with a rich morphology, relatively free word order, and two types of
sentences (Ryding 2005; Shaalan 2005a,b): nominal and verbal. Arabic morphologi-
cal and syntactic analysis have been the focus of Arabic natural language processing
research for a long time in order to achieve an automated understanding of Arabic
(Al-Sughaiyer and Al-Kharashi 2004). On the other hand, Arabic generation has
received little attention although the problems of generation are as complex as those
of analysis (Habash 2004).

With the recent technological advances in multilingual MT, Arabic NLG has
received attention in order to automate Arabic translations. For MT systems that sup-
port a large number of languages, the interlingual approach is particularly attractive
for the following reasons (Levin et al. 2003b):

(1) it requires fewer components in order to relate each source language to each
target language,

(2) it takes fewer components to add a new language,
(3) it supports paraphrases of the input in the original language,
(4) it allows both the analyzers and generators to be written by monolingual system

developers, and
(5) it handles languages that are very different from each other (e.g. English and

Japanese).

The intermediate representation of the interlingual approach is called the Interlin-
gua, which is the semantic expression of a sentence that shows how concepts expressed
by each word of this sentence relate to each other (Hiroshi and Meiying 1993).

In this paper, we follow a rule-based grammar generation approach for task-
oriented interlingua-based spoken dialogue that transforms a relatively shallow seman-
tic interlingual representation—called interchange format (IF)—into Arabic text. The
advantages of the approach used in this research are that it is easy to incorporate
domain knowledge as well as heuristic rules into the linguistic knowledge which
provide highly accurate generations for each semantic segment. Recently, a pro-
posed approach to statistical machine translation (SMT) that combines ideas from
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phrase-based SMT (Koehn et al. 2003) and traditional ruled-based grammar generation
(Riezler and Maxwell 2006) provides significant improvements in the grammatical-
ity of translations over state-of-the-art phrase-based SMT on in-coverage examples,
suggesting a possible hybrid framework.

One possible criticism of the rule-based approach is that it is a traditional and widely
studied topic especially when it comes to European languages (Hutchins 2003). How-
ever, given the status of the Arabic language technology nowadays, current research
still marks a step towards helping Arabic language technology catch up with more
mature language technology such as English. Arabic NLP in general is underdevel-
oped and Arabic NLG is even less developed. In particular, Arabic NLG from in-
terlinguas was only investigated using template-based approaches by a group at the
Language Technologies Institute, Carnegie Mellon University (CMU; Cavalli-Sforza
et al. 2000; Soudi et al. 2002; Waibel et al. 2003a,b).

To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to apply morphological and syn-
tactic generation of Arabic using a rule-based approach from an interlingua. Tools
and techniques used for other languages are not easily adaptable to Arabic due to the
language complexity at both the morphological and syntactic levels (Ryding 2005).
As an example, in the context of template-based NLG, merely customizing software
tools from Latin-based languages to Arabic has produced limited success. As these
tools were not capable of handling peculiarities of Arabic, they focused on restricted
forms of Arabic verbs and nouns (Cavalli-Sforza et al. 2000), and could not solve the
problems of grammatical roles of constituents (Soudi et al. 2002). Our aim here is to
bridge this gap and help Arabic NLG techniques to catch up with the many recent
advances in NLG of Latin-based languages. In particular, this research advances the
state of the art in Interlingua-based Arabic MT by discovering and formalizing the
relationship between the deep semantic structures of sentences in the travel planning
domain that are represented in an interlingua called IF and the surface structure of an
Arabic sentence.

The proposed Arabic generator is compatible with the NESPOLE! interlingua spec-
ification.1 It was added after the successful development of translation components
for four languages (Italian, French, German, and English) such that the current Inter-
lingua specification has been improved and agreed upon among NESPOLE! partners.
In Dorr et al. (2004), it was pointed out that the NESPOLE! project was an exam-
ple of a successful attempt made to build language-neutral meaning representations.
The Arabic generator translates simple conversations between a traveller (customer)
speaking American English and a travel agent speaking Arabic. It uses the Interlingua
produced by CMU’s English analyzer. Hence, our research result will be automated
computer translation of spoken English into Arabic. By using NESPOLE!, customers
who speak diverse languages can be served without the need to employ agents capable
of speaking these same languages.

The rule-based Arabic generator is based on a solid linguistic foundation. The
first part of the generation process is relatively domain-specific and concerns issues
in interlingua-based MT for transferring an Interlingua representation, containing no

1 For a specification of the Interlingua used in the NESPOLE! project, see http://www.is.cs.cmu.edu/
nespole/db/specification.html
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syntactic information into a feature structure that reflects the syntactic structure of
the target Arabic sentence. The second part is linguistic-based and includes two main
components: morphological and syntactic generators of Arabic. The morphological
generator addresses issues in the synthesis of inflected nouns, verbs, and particles. The
syntactic generator addresses issues in the realization of the target Arabic sentence
such as ensuring agreement among constituents of the sentence and using, in some
cases, heuristics in producing the surface structure of the target Arabic sentence.

The rest of the article is structured as follows. In Sect. 2, we briefly highlight some
important background aspects of the Arabic language. Then in Sect. 3 we focus on a
review of related work in Arabic MT and especially its generation. We provide in Sect. 4
a background of the NESPOLE! multilingual translation system. Then, in Sect. 5 we
introduce the proposed interlingua-to-Arabic generator. In Sect. 6, we discuss the set
of important issues that we encountered during the design and implementation of the
system. Section 7 presents the results of measuring the quality of the system output
using the standard subjective, automatic, and end-to-end evaluation methodologies.
In Sect. 8, we draw some conclusions and discuss future work. Appendix A shows
sample output from the Arabic morphological and syntactic generation components.

2 Aspects of the Arabic language

Arabic is rooted in the Classical or Quranic Arabic, but over the centuries, the language
has developed to what is now accepted as Modern Standard Arabic (MSA). MSA is
a simplified form of Classical Arabic, and follows its grammar. The main differences
between Classical Arabic and MSA are that MSA has a larger (more modern) vocab-
ulary, and does not use some of the more complicated forms of grammar found in
Classical Arabic. For example, short vowels are omitted in MSA such that letters of
the Arabic text are written without diacritic signs.

The Arabic language is written from right to left. It has 28 letters, some of which
have one form (like ), while others have two forms ( ), three forms
( ) or four forms ( ) (Rafea and Shaalan 1993)
Arabic words are generally classified into three main categories (Shaalan 2005b):

• A noun ( ) category in Arabic includes any word that describes a person, thing,
or idea. Traditionally, the noun class in Arabic is subdivided into derivative ( )
and primitive ( ) nouns. Derivatives are nouns that are derived from verbs,
other nouns, and particles. Primitives are nouns that are not so derived. These
nouns could be further sub-categorized by number (singular, dual and plural), gen-
der (masculine, feminine and neutral), definiteness (definite and indefinite), and
case (nominative, accusative and genitive). Possessive clitics can be attached to
nouns. The noun class also includes participles, adjectives, adverbs, circumstantial
accusatives, pronouns, relatives, and interrogatives.

• A verb ( ) category includes any word that indicates the occurrence of an action.
Traditionally, the verb in Arabic is subdivided into two classes: strong ( )
and ( ) weak verbs. Strong (or ‘sound’) verbs can be categorized into three

subclasses: regular ( ) hamzated ( ) and doubled ( ). Hamzated
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verbs are those that contain a hamza letter in their roots. In some conjugations
this hamza changes to other different realizations. Doubled verbs are those that
end with two identical letters. Weak verbs are verbs whose roots contain one or
more weak letters. In some conjugations these weak letters may be lost or changed.
Weak verbs can be categorized into three subclasses depending on the position of
the weak letter in the root: assimilated (or ‘first weak’) ( ), hollow (‘middle
weak’) ( ), and defective (‘last weak’) ( ). A fourth weak verb is the
enfolding ( ) verb that contains two possible cases of weak letters: middle
and final or first and final weak letters. Verbs can be further sub-categorized with
respect to tense (past, present and future), case (nominative, accusative and geni-
tive), transitivity (intransitive and transitive), aspect (perfective, imperfective and
imperative), features pertaining to the subject (person, number and gender) and
voice (active and passive).

• A particle ( ) category refers to function words that cannot be considered
either as a verbs or nouns. In Arabic, particles are divided into three categories
according to the type of word they can precede: a noun, a verb, or both. The par-
ticle class includes prepositions, conjunctions, interrogative particles, exceptions,
and interjections.

Arabic is a language of rich and complex morphology, both derivational and inflec-
tional. Word derivation in Arabic involves three concepts: root, pattern, and form.
Word forms (e.g. verbs, verbal nouns, agent nouns, etc.) are obtained from roots by
applying derivational rules to obtain corresponding patterns. Generally, each pattern
carries a meaning which, when combined with the meaning inherent in the root, gives
the target meaning of the lexical form. For example, the meaning of the word form

(writer) is the combination of the meaning inherent in the root (write)

and the meaning carried by the pattern (or ‘template’) (fa’il) which is
the pattern of the doer of the root Arabic inflectional morphology involves adding
morphosyntactic features such as tense, number, person, case, etc.

Arabic also has some more morphological peculiarities. For example, an indefinite
word can be made definite by attaching the prefix definite article (the) to it, but
there is no indefinite article. As another example, a verb can take affix pronouns such as

(will-I-give-you); this also shows that the verb is conjugated with the dual
suffix pronoun (you). An Arabic inflected verb can form a complete sentence,
e.g. the verb (heard-I-you) contains a complete syntactic structure in just a
one-word sentence. Moreover, the rich morphology of Arabic allows the dropping of
the subject pronoun (‘pro-drop’), i.e. to have a null subject when the inflected verb
includes subject affixes.

There are two types of Arabic sentences (Ryding 2005):

• A nominal sentence starts with a noun and is composed basically of

two constructions: ‘subject’ (or ‘inchoative’) ( ) and predicate (or ‘enuncia-

tive’) ( ). An example of the latter is (my-wife [is] a doctor—the
auxiliary “is” is implicit in Arabic). It may embed a verbal/nominal sentence as its

enunciative, e.g. (I study the Arabic language).
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• A verbal sentence ( ) starts with a verb and is composed basically of

two constructions: a verb and a subject, e.g. (travelled my-father). If

the verb is transitive, it needs to have an object, e.g.
(book my-father an-airline ticket).

An Arabic compound sentence is formed from a simple sentence followed by a com-
plementary sentence (Mace 1998), such as a conjunction form ( ), e.g.

(We want to rent a car and
we-will-need to park near the-hotel), or a quasi-sentence ( ), e.g.
(in-the-hotel).

Agreement is a major syntactic principle that affects the generation of an Arabic sen-
tence. Agreement in Arabic is full or partial and is determined by word order (Ryding
2005). An adjective in Arabic usually follows the noun it modifies ( ) and
fully agrees with it with respect to number, gender, case, and definiteness. The verb in

Verb-Subject-Object order agrees with the subject in gender, e.g.
(came the-boy/the-boys) versus (came the-girl/the-girls). In
Subject–Verb–Object (SVO) order, the verb agrees with the subject with respect

to number and gender, e.g. (came the-boy/the-boys) ver-
sus (came the-girl/the-girls). For more details regarding
aspects of the Arabic language, including agreements in Arabic, we refer the reader
to (Attia 2008).

3 Related work

In this section, we first present different approaches to MT. Then we discuss research
on Arabic morphological and syntactic generation.

Conventionally, MT systems are composed of several components or processing
layers. The process is commonly described in terms of a pyramid (Vauquois 1968)
as illustrated in Fig. 1, which shows schematically how a system begins at the left
side and analyzes the source language, with analysis becoming more complex as we
ascend the pyramid. The transfer component in any given system changes the results
of the analysis into a format suitable for the generation of the target language. The
system then descends the pyramid into the target language An interlingua represents a
pure translation process where analysis yields a language-independent representation
from which generation can be performed. The MT pyramid embeds three different
approaches of rule-based translation systems (Hutchins and Somers 1992; Dorr 1993;
Arnold et al. 1994; Trujillo 1999; Hutchins 2003): direct, transfer, and interlingual.

The simplest approach is the direct translation approach (Hutchins and Somers
1992) where a word-by-word translation (lexical transfer) from the source language
to the target language is performed. From a linguistic point of view, what is missing
in this approach is any analysis of the internal structure of the source text, particularly
the grammatical relationships between the constituents of the sentences. Such systems
gave the kind of translation that was characterized by frequent mistranslations at the
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Source text 

Interlingua 

Analysis Generation 

Target text 
Direct 

Transfer 

Fig. 1 The Vauquois pyramid of machine translation

lexical level and largely inappropriate syntactic structures which mirrored too closely
those of the source language.

In the transfer approach (Trujillo 1999), the translation process is decomposed into
three steps: analysis, transfer, and generation. In the analysis step, the input sentence
is analyzed syntactically (and in some cases semantically) to produce an abstract rep-
resentation of the source sentence, usually an annotated parse tree. In the transfer step,
this representation is transferred into a corresponding representation in the target lan-
guage; a collection of tree-to-tree transformations is applied recursively to the analysis
tree of the source language in order to construct a target-language analysis tree. In
the generation step, the target-language output is produced. The (morphological and
syntactic) generator is responsible for polishing and producing the surface structure
of the target sentence. The number of analysis, transfer, and generation modules in a
multilingual transfer system, for all combinations of n languages, is n(n − 1), i.e. not
much less than n2.

In the interlingual approach (Dorr et al. 2004), a very fine-grained analysis produces
a completely language-independent (interlingual) representation of the input sentence
from which generation of the target sentence takes place, possibly after some language-
dependent manipulation of the interlingual representation. This strategy eliminates the
need for a transfer step altogether. Interlingual MT is convenient when more than two
languages are involved (cf. multilingual vs. bilingual translation) because it does not
require each language to be connected by a set of transfer rules to each other language
in each direction (Hiroshi and Meiying 1993). Adding a new language that has all-
ways translation with existing languages requires only the writing of one analyzer that
maps source sentences into the Interlingua and one generator that maps interlingual
representations into target sentences, i.e. for a system that consists of n languages only
2n modules are required. The great advantage is the high quality of translation output
and multiple language generation for the same input sentence The idea is elegant in
the sense that “we analyze once and generate many” (Quah 2006).

As Arabic is a morphologically rich language, morphological processing
plays a key role in developing Arabic NLP systems and applications (Al-Sughaiyer
and Al-Kharashi 2004). The basic principle of morphological generation is to obtain
inflected forms from a root and a set of features (lexical category and morphosyntac-
tic properties). Arabic is considered to be a non-concatenative language because, for
some forms, it alters the radical letters within the stem according to syntactic context.
Generally, there are two categories of approaches to develop an Arabic morphological
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generator: one that uses finite-state transducers (FSTs) and others that use rule-based
transformations.

Finite-state transducers (FSTs), such as the one described in (Beesley 1996), are
limited to applications that are heavily dependent on morphological generation because
the lexical and surface levels are very close. In contrast, the rule-based transforma-
tion approach allows one to morphologically generate an Arabic inflected word from
the input which is usually a root with a specified feature list. This method has been
used by both Cavalli-Sforza et al. (2000) and Habash (2004). The former approach
is a prototype that is restricted in its coverage, while the latter follows the approach
of Buckwalter (2002) in that morphotactics and orthographic rules are built directly
into the lexicon. Our approach (Shaalan et al. 2006a) is rule-based that uses general
transformational rules to address the issue of generating inflected Arabic words in
various prefix/suffix contexts. Unlike (Habash 2004), we use general computational
rules that interact to realize the output. The advantages of our approach are that it is
easy to incorporate domain knowledge and heuristic rules

English is a universal language that is widely used in the media, commerce, sci-
ence and technology, and education. The size of the modern English content (e.g.
literature and web content) is far larger than the amount of Arabic content available.
Consequently, MT from English-to-Arabic is particularly important. On the other
hand, translation from Arabic-to-English is discouraged by recent results indicating
that Arabic parsing is not at a stage that makes it usable in MT (Habash et al. 2006).
English-to-Arabic MT systems are mainly based on the transfer approach. For exam-
ple, Ibrahim (1991) discussed the problem of the English-to-Arabic translation of
embedded idioms and proverb expressions with the English sentences. Rafea et al.
(1992) developed an English-to-Arabic MT system which translates sentences from
the domain of political news from the Middle East. Pease and Boushaba (1996) devel-
oped a system which translates medical texts from English-to-Arabic. El-Desouki
et al. (1996) discussed the necessity of modular programming for English-to-Arabic
MT. Translation of an English subset of a knowledge base (written in KROL (Shaalan
et al. 1998)) to the corresponding Arabic phrases is described in (El-Saka et al. 1999).
Mokhtar et al. (2000) developed an English-to-Arabic MT system, which is applied
on abstracts from the field of Artificial Intelligence. Shaalan et al. (2004) developed
an MT system for translating English noun phrases into Arabic that was applied to
titles of theses and journals from the computer science domain.

There are very few systems in general that have tackled the problem of Arabic
syntactic generation within MT and Interlingua-based multilingual translation in par-
ticular. This is due to language complexity and lack of resources. Generally, there
are three categories of approaches that can be followed in order to develop an Arabic
syntactic generator (Theune 2003): approaches that use Arabic syntactic representa-
tion, templates, and rule-based transformations. Approaches that use Arabic syntactic
representation are the ones used by the aforementioned transfer-based MT systems
where morphological generation is applied on the target Arabic parse tree, and the
final tree is traversed to produce the translation output.

There is another approach to generation that uses sentence templates, where parts
of the output sentence to be produced are already hard-coded in the target template.
Cavalli-Sforza et al. (2000) and Soudi et al. (2002) developed a template-based Arabic
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realizer (based on KANT (Mitamura and Nyberg 1992)) which focused on problems
related to the generation of Arabic morphology. The Arabic generator is implemented
using the MORPHE (Leavitt 1994) and Genkit (Tomita and Nyberg 1988) tools that
compile the morphological and grammatical rules into morphological and sentence
generator programs, respectively. The problem with these tools is that they are not
easily adaptable to the generation of the proper Arabic script and syntax. That is why
the generator dealt with restricted forms of Arabic verbs and nouns and could not
solve the problems of grammatical roles of constituents (Soudi et al. 2002). Waibel
et al. (2003a,b) investigated the possibility of providing automatic translation using a
portable device. This research described a prototype for a two-way speech-to-speech
translation system that runs on a conventional PDA. It translates from English-to-
Arabic and Arabic-to-English in the medical domain. The system is limited in order
to do speech processing on PDA platform. The process is akin to constructing a med-
ical-context template that matches the key information, and then fills in the template
(Patch 2003). This process makes it possible for the system to handle spontaneous
speech.

Approaches that use rule-based transformations are based on a core of solid lin-
guistic knowledge. The characteristics of a rule-based approach are:

(1) It has a strict sense of well-formedness in mind,
(2) It imposes linguistic constraints to satisfy well-formedness,
(3) It allows the use of heuristics (such as a verb cannot be preceded by a preposition),

and
(4) It relies on hand-constructed rules that are to be acquired from language special-

ists rather than automatically trained from data.

The advantages of this approach are that it is easy to incorporate domain knowl-
edge and heuristic rules into the linguistic knowledge which provide highly accurate
generations. The disadvantage of this approach is that it is not easy to obtain high cov-
erage (completeness) of the linguistic knowledge. However, it achieves good results
for limited domains for which grammars were specifically developed. We are the
first to successfully apply an Arabic generator from an interlingua using a rule-based
approach. This work involved formalizing the relationship between the deep semantic
structures of sentences from the travel planning domain that are represented in an
interlingua resulting from different source languages, and the surface structure of the
Arabic sentence. The generator consists of three components: a mapper (Shaalan et
al. 2006b), morphological generator (Shaalan et al. 2006a), and syntactic generator
(Shaalan et al. 2007). The current Arabic generator covers the major constructions of
Arabic in order to maximize its portability.

4 The NESPOLE! multilingual translation system

The NESPOLE! translation system (Metze et al. 2002) is designed to provide human-
to-human speech-to-speech MT using an Interlingua-based approach similar to that
used in the JANUS system (Levin et al. 2000). The general goal of the system is to
provide translation over the Internet to facilitate communication for e-commerce and
e-service applications between common users in real-world settings.
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The domain addressed in NESPOLE! is Travel and Tourism, a task-oriented domain.
In this domain, a client who is travelling to a foreign country may connect with a
(remote human) “agent” at a local tourism bureau who does not speak the same lan-
guage in order to obtain information about the region to which they are travelling. For
example, in the NESPOLE! Interlingua-based translation system a client may obtain
information about a winter or summer vacation in Cairo. Specifically, users could
discuss information regarding vacation packages, accommodation (e.g. hotels, camp-
sites etc.), tourist attractions (e.g. parks, lakes, castles, museums etc.), or recreational
activities (e.g. golf, riding horses, swimming etc.). Users could also inquire about the
locations of particular hotels or attractions and about directions for travelling between
two sites. The domain is narrow such that the language is controlled in terms of vocab-
ulary. The domain-specific technical terms (i.e. terms listed in the IF specification) are
limited to a pre-defined vocabulary which limits the selection of every terminal item
in the IF with the target lexical item that would create unnecessary ambiguity. The
design principles of the NESPOLE! system are described in Levin et al. (1998, 2000,
2002), Lavie et al. (2001a), and Metze et al. (2002).

4.1 The NESPOLE! databases

The development and evaluation of the proposed Arabic generator is based on data
collected and stored in the NESPOLE! database (Levin et al. 2003a). This database
contains representative sentences from the language of the participant project parties.
The NESPOLE! database is a collective effort that is made available for the research
community. The database is very structured, mature and detailed, involving (1) prep-
aration of scenarios as the basis for dialogues between the traveller (client) and the
travel agent, (2) Dialogue recording and transcription, (3) interlingual annotation, and
(4) translation for the other languages. The format of a database entry is as follows:

d.u.sdu olang X lang Y Prv Z sdu in language Y on one line
d.u.sdu olang X lang Z Prv Z sdu in language Z on one line
d.u.sdu IF Prv Z IF on-one-line
d.u.sdu comments: your comments go here

Each dialogue (d) is divided into utterances (u) and semantic dialogue units (sdu,
above; SDU henceforth), roughly corresponding to sentences. Numbers are used to
identify the dialogue, utterance, and SDU, respectively. The database distinguishes
between sentences that are entered in their original languages (from data that was
recorded and transcribed for the project) and sentences that are translations from
another language. This is indicated in the database by the identifiers olang and lang,
respectively. Also the provider of the database entry is indicated by the identifier Prv.

4.2 The description of IF

The NESPOLE! MT project uses an Interlingua representation called Interchange For-
mat (IF) which is based on the speaker’s intention rather than literal meaning. The IF
is a task-based representation of the semantics of a unit of speech. Since the system
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translates spoken dialogue, the units used are SDUs, and they range in length from
a single word (“Hello”) up to a full sentence (“I’m planning a vacation this summer
in Egypt”). CMU had the primary responsibility for the design of IF. A major design
goal was to achieve domain portability within speech to speech translation framework
(Lavie et al. 2001b). An IF is based on a set of domain actions (DA) with parametric
arguments. In general, each DA has a speaker tag and at least one speech act (the most
domain-independent IF component) optionally followed by a string of concepts and
optionally a string of arguments. DAs can be roughly characterized as follows (Levin
et al. 2003a):

Speaker : speech act + concept∗ arguments∗

The + sign separates speech acts from the concepts, and concepts from each other.
Arguments are represented as an argument name followed by the “=” symbol fol-
lowed by a simple value, or as part of a complex value expression. A simple value
is an atomic value (e.g. “room-spec = single-room”, to represent “single room”). A
complex value is a list consisting of:

• a simple value and sub-arguments (e.g. “room, quantity = 2”, for representing “two
rooms”),

• a list of sub-arguments (e.g. “(dow = Friday, md = 2, year = 2009, month = 1)”
for representing “Friday the second of January, 2009”),

• a set of simple values or complex values or a combination of these (e.g. “[1,2,3]”,
“[(single-room, quantity = 2), (double-room, quantity = 1)]” for representing
“one two three” and “two single rooms, one double room”), and

• multiple values with the argument “operator = ” (e.g. “(operator = conjunction,
[(single-room, quantity = 2), (double-room, quantity = 1)])” for representing
“two single rooms and one double room”).

An IF is a hierarchical representation that abstracts away many of the syntac-
tic details of both source and target languages, while conveying the meaning of the
source language. A graphical representation of an IF representation of the English
sentence “I’m planning a vacation this summer in Egypt” is given in Fig. 2. From this
figure we note that the domain actions (i.e. “give-information”, “plan”, and “trip”) are
collectively the root of this hierarchy; top-level arguments that appear at the first level
of the hierarchy (i.e. “who=” and “visit-spec=”) are the root of argument subtrees;
and leaves are the terminal Interlingua symbols.

The following are four examples of English/Arabic utterances tagged with their
corresponding Interlingua representation:

(1) a: Good morning
a: greeting (greeting = good_morning)

(2) c: I’m planning a vacation this summer in Egypt
c: give-information + plan + trip (who = i, visit-spec = (identifiability = no, vaca-
tion, time = (season = (identifiability = non-distant, summer)), location = name-
egypt))
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c:give-information+plan+trip 

I'm         planning  a                vacation                  this                    summer  in      egypt 

who=                                     visit-spec=

                              no               vaca        name-egypt tion                          season=              

i identifiability= time=               location=        
                                               

                                                                           identifiability=        summer 

         non-distant 

Fig. 2 The IF hierarchy representing the English sentence “I’m planning a vacation this summer in Egypt”
(cf. explanation below)

(3) c: How much does a double room with full board accommodation cost?
c: request-information + price + accommodation (price = question, room-spec =
(double_room, identifiability = no), include = (accommodation-board = full_
board))

(4) c: Tell me about sightseeing and transportations
c: request−action + inform + object (object-spec = (operator = conjunct,[(sight-
seeing, identifiability =, yes), (transportation, quantity =, plural, identifiability
=yes)]))

4.3 The English-to-Interlingua analyzer

In the English-to-Interlingua analyzer, the analysis is performed by analyzing the
English source-language input text that results from the speech recognizer, into an IF
expression. The input string is analyzed by SOUP (Gavaldà 2004), a robust parser
designed for spoken language. SOUP is a stochastic, chart-based, top-down parser
designed to provide real-time analysis of spoken language using context-free seman-
tic grammars. In the semantic grammar, non-terminal nodes represent concepts and
not syntactic categories. The output of the parser represents the meaning of the input
and serves as an Interlingua for translation. Typically, one would not expect a single
parse tree to cover an entire utterance of spontaneous speech because such utterances
frequently contain multiple segments of meaning (i.e. SDUs). Thus, one of the SOUP
features is the capability to produce a sequence of parse trees for each utterance,
effectively segmenting the input into SDUs at parse time. Because the format of the
output from the SOUP parser does not match the format of the IF representation, a
deterministic mapper based on regular expressions is applied to convert parses into IF
representation.
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5 The Interlingua-to-Arabic generator

In this section, we propose a rule-based grammar approach for Arabic NLG from
the Interlingua representation used in NESPOLE! We introduce how grammatically
correct Arabic sentences can be generated from the Interlingua. In this context, we
address issues in generating Arabic from our Interlingua which cannot be transferred
exactly from the IF of an input source sentence, e.g. English sentence.

The basic architecture of the proposed Arabic generation system is shown in Fig. 3.
It involves two main components: a mapper (Shaalan et al. 2006b) for converting
the interlingual representation into an Arabic syntactic structure, and a generator for
synthesizing the target Arabic sentence (Shaalan et al. 2006a, 2007).

Feature 
Structure

Structure 
Mapping Rules

Mapping
Lexicon

Lexical 
Mapping Rules

Lexical  Mapper

Preprocessor

Structural  Mapper

Ontology

Interlingua

ArabicArabic
Lexicon

Sentence 
Generator

Morphological 
Generator

Arabic 
Morphology Rules

Arabic Grammar 
Rules

Fig. 3 Architecture of a rule-based Arabic generator in an interlingual MT framework
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The Prolog implementation of the generation system was developed and deployed
in SICStus Prolog 3.12© that runs under Microsoft Windows©. The central formal
operation in Prolog is the unification of terms. Prolog’s built-in term-unification is
quite efficient in practice to implement the unification of FSs. Moreover, Prolog has
been successfully used in developing numerous natural language systems.

5.1 The Interlingua-to-Arabic feature structure mapper

The Arabic mapper module of the system makes use of an ontology, a target mapping
lexicon, and a set of mapping rules to map each IF representation into the appropriate
target syntactic structure (i.e. feature-structure (FS) representation of feature-value
pairs; Shaalan et al. 2006b).

5.1.1 Interlingua and ontology

The domain ontology includes a formal definition of what the legal IF representations
are. The definition is based on the IF specification, which was agreed upon by the
NESPOLE! consortium. In particular, the domain ontology consists of the definitions
of the legal concepts, speech actions, arguments, values, and their relationships in an
abstract way. For example, each legal speech action or concept has a definition of
its legal arguments. Similarly, each legal argument has a definition of its legal sub-
arguments as well as its legal values. In our design, the domain ontology serves two
different purposes. First, it is used in the verification of the correctness of the input IF,
i.e. every semantic element and relation between such elements is checked for legality.
Second, the domain ontology is used in the association of top-level arguments to their
concepts. In a given IF, the sequence of concepts is ordered from general to specific
such that the concepts on the right specify the concepts to the left. However, there is
no certain order imposed on the top-level arguments of an IF representation. In the
IF, the association of top-level arguments with their concepts is performed in such a
way that specific concepts are associated with their arguments before others in order
to resolve any ambiguity introduced by multiple possible argument association.

The domain ontology is defined in Prolog as a set of predicated definitions
Figure 4 includes ontology representations in Prolog for the IF shown in Fig. 2. This
example IF is used through this section to explain different components and function-
alities of the Arabic generation process.

5.1.2 Lexical mapping and structural mapping rules

Mapping rules comprise language-specific knowledge about the relationship between
the semantic expressions in the IF representation and the syntactic structure of the
target Arabic sentence. The mapping lexicon defines the relation between a terminal
Interlingua symbol, which represents an element of semantics that belongs to a certain
concept conveyed in the source sentence, and the target Arabic lexical item.

We differentiate between general and contextual lexical mapping. Both relate an
element of semantics to an Arabic lexeme and its part of speech (POS). A general
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% speech_act/1 defines legal speech acts 
speech_act('give-information'). 

% concept/1 defines legal concepts 
concept('+trip'). 
concept('+plan'). 

% da_arg/2 defines legal arguments for each concept 
da_arg('+trip',[ 'who=','visit-spec=',…]). 

% arg/2 defines legal subarguments for each argument 
arg('visit-spec=',['identifiability=','time=', 'location=',…]). 
arg('time=',['season=',…]). 

% arg_val/2 defines legal values of an argument  
arg_val('who=', [i,you,we,they],name-_,…]).
arg_val('visit-spec=',[vacation,…]). 
arg_val('location=',[name-_]). 

Fig. 4 Partial domain ontology in Prolog

% map_speech_act/3: given a speech act maps it into 
% POS & Arabic word 
map_speech_act(accept,noun,' ').

% map_concept/3: given a concept maps it into 
% POS & Arabic word 

map_concept('+plan',verb,' ').

% map_vlaue/4: given a value of an argument maps it into 
% POS & Arabic word 

% mapping Pronouns & nouns 
map_value('who=',i,pronoun,' ').
map_value('visit-spec=',vacation,noun,' ').

% mapping verbs 
map_value('disposition=',interest,verb,' ').

% mapping particles 
map_value('operator=',conjunct,particle,' ').

Fig. 5 Partial general lexical mapping rules in Prolog

lexical mapping relates an argument’s value to an Arabic word. Figure 5 shows partial
general lexical mapping rules in Prolog.

There are some cases that need specific handling for contextual lexical mapping.
These include the mapping of a value according to either its argument (e.g. “month = 1”
maps to January) or both its argument and sub-argument (e.g. “price = (quan-
tity = 100)” maps to and 100). Contextual lexical mapping rules are applied
before more general ones in order to account for such context-sensitive cases. Figure 6
includes partial contextual lexical mapping rules in Prolog.
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% given an argument-value or argument-subargument, maps it into 
% POS & Arabic word 

map_arg('identifiability=','non-distant',noun,' ')
map_arg('month=',1,noun,' '). 
map_arg('md=',12,noun,' '). % cardinal No. 
map_arg('hours=', 3,noun,' '). % feminine. cardinal No 
map_arg('price=','quantity=',noun,' '). 

Fig. 6 Partial contextual lexical mapping in Prolog

%  Statement :: Coordination Subject Verb Complement | Subject Verb Complement 
get_sent_structure(statement,IF,FS):-
 get_coordination(SentenceType,IF,Coordination,[]),
 get_verb(SentenceType,IF,Verb0,[]), 
 get_subject(SentenceType,IF,Subject,[]), 
 get_complement(SentenceType,IF,Complement,[]),!,
 (Coordination= [] ->                           
               FS=[subject:Subject,verb:Verb,complement:Complement] % No Coordination 
             ; FS=[coordination:Coordination,subject:Subject,verb:Verb,  

        complement:Complement] 
).

Fig. 7 Partial structural mapping in Prolog

Structural mapping rules are used to determine the syntactic structure of the Arabic
sentence. Figure 7 illustrates a structural mapping rule that transforms the current FS
produced from the lexical mapping process into an FS that conforms to the syntactic
rule in the first line in Fig. 7.

In order to perform this transformation, the structural mapping rule first constructs
the constituents of the right-hand side of the syntactic rule from a list of pairs and their
features. Each pair consists of an Arabic lexeme and its POS. Then, these constituents
are used to construct the Arabic syntactic structure (FS) that conforms to this rule.

5.1.3 The computational model of the Arabic mapper

To explain how the mapper maps the input IF into a FS, we provide an illustrative
example in Fig. 8.

The mapping process of an IF into the FS of the target Arabic sentence involves
three main stages, as follows:

• The Pre-processing stage is mainly based on the domain ontology and performs
three tasks: transforming an IF representation into a prolog term, checking the IF
for correctness, and associating the arguments to their concepts.

• The Lexical Mapping stage is responsible for performing lexical look-up in order
to associate lexemes with semantic IF concepts and values.

• The Structure Mapping stage is responsible for determining the syntactic structure
of the target Arabic sentence. It performs three tasks: determining the sentence
mood, grouping words to construct constituents, and ordering these constituents
to form the syntactic structure of the Arabic sentence. The following subsections
give more detailed explanation of these tasks.
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c:give-information+plan+trip(who=i,visit-spec=(identifiability=no,
vacation, time=(season=(identifiability=non-distant, summer)), 
location=name-egypt)) 

['c:',['give-information',[]],['+plan',[]], ['+trip',['who=',i, 'visit-
spec=',[vacation, 'identifiability=',no,'location=',name-egypt, 
'time=',['season=',[summer,'identifiability=', 'non-distant']]]]]] 

['c:',['give-information',[]], [map_concept('+plan',' ',verb),[]],
['+trip',['who=',map_value(i,pronoun,' '),
'visit-spec=',[map_value(vacation, noun,' '),
'identifiability=',no,'location=', map_value(name-egypt,noun,' '),
'time=', ['season=',[map_value(summer,noun,' '),
 'identifiability=', map_value('non-distant',noun, )]]]]]] 

[speaker: 'c:', 
sentence_mood: statement, 
subject: ['who=',map_value(i,pronoun,' ')],
verb: [map_concept('+plan',' ',verb)], 
complement: ['visit-spec=',map_value(vacation,noun,' '),

           'identifiability=',no,'location=', 
            map_value(name-egypt,noun,' '),'season=',
            map_value(summer,noun,' '),
           'identifiability=', map_value('non-distant',noun, )]
       ]

I'm planning a vacation this summer in Egypt

Fig. 8 Sample mapping of an IF into the syntactic structure of the target Arabic sentence

(1) Determining the sentence mood
The speech action in the input IF indicates a sentence mood. There are four sentence
moods: statement, command (imperative), interrogative (question), and fragment
(word or phrase). For example, “introduce-topic” such as “I would like to reserve a
hotel room” indicates a “statement”; “request-information” such as “When are you
reserving this for?” indicates an “interrogative”; “request-action” such as “Please
reserve four rooms for us” indicates a “command”; “affirm” such as “Yes” indi-
cates a “fragment”. The sentence mood is useful in focusing on relevant syntactic
structures such that only applicable structural mapping rules are invoked.
(2) Grouping words into constituents
A constituent is either a lexical category (e.g. verb, noun, etc.) or a phrasal cate-
gory (e.g. noun phrase, complement, etc.). Constituents are the building blocks of
the FS representing the syntactic structure of the target Arabic sentence. The IF is
recursively inspected to extract these entities. There are five constituents deduced
from the fact that a constituent can either coordinate sentences, or else occurs as a
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subject, verb, interrogative, or complement of a sentence. The inspection of these
constituents is guided by the syntactic structure imposed by the syntactic rules that
are pertinent to the previously determined sentence mood. We explain each of these
constituents in what follows.

• Coordinate constituent: For efficiency reasons, in NESPOLE! a long source sen-
tence/utterance is broken down into separate SDUs by the source-to-Interlingua
analyzer with full IF representations for each SDU. The conjunctive, disjunctive
or contrastive relationship between two SDUs is explicitly indicated by the argu-
ments: “conjunction=”, “disjunction=”, or “contrastive=”, respectively, together
with the value “discourse”. This argument—value pair is recognized as a coordi-
nate constituent, as in:

c: And I would prefer to leave today. c:give-information + disposition + departure
(conjunction = discourse, time = (relative-time = today), disposition = (who = i,
preference))

• Subject constituent: A subject constituent is a noun phrase (NP) that occurs before
the verb, i.e. pre-verbal NP, and should syntactically be generated in the nomina-
tive case. This initial NP is recognized in the IF as a subject constituent by the
existence of a noun, pronoun, or a conjunction of both. The following example
shows a subject as an NP that consists of a conjunction between a pronoun and a
noun:

c: My wife and I will be arriving February twelfth.
c: give-information + arrival (who = (operator = conjunct,[i, (spouse, sex = female,
whose = I)]), e-time = following, time = (month = 2, md = 12))

Contrast this example with the following, which shows a subject as an NP that
consists of a demonstrative pronoun followed by a noun:

a: This package includes accommodation in a double room, including breakfast
and dinner.
a: give-information + package + inclusion (package-spec = (package, identifi-
ability = non-distant), include = (operator = conjunct, [(accommodation,
location = (double_room, identifiability = no)), (breakfast, identifiability = no),
(dinner, identifiability = no)]))

• Verb constituent: A verb is recognized during the lexical mapping phase. Arabic
verbs are very rich in form and meaning. During the structural mapping phase,
the verb constituent is recognized as the Arabic verb lexeme and its related fea-
tures. Verb features include suffix pronoun, tense, and negation. For example, the

following shows the verb (need) and its morphosyntactic features: future
tense and third person suffix pronoun:
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c: We will need it for another three nights.
c: give-information + disposition + object (object-spec = pronoun, disposition =
(need, who = we,e-time = following), duration = (quantity = 3, time-unit = night,
object-ref = another))

• Interrogative constituent: An interrogative constituent is a word or phrase that
is used for asking a question. The interrogative constituent is recognized by an
argument—value pair whose value is “question”, as in:

c: How much does this package cost?
c: request-information + price + package (price = question, package-spec = (pack-
age, identifiability = non-distant))

• Complementary constituent: If present, constituents that occur as complements
include those that come after the verb, such as object and quasi-sentence. It com-
prises all elements apart from the above-mentioned constituents.

(3) Ordering constituents to form the syntactic structure of the Arabic sentence
The structural mapping rules follow the transformation grammar formalism (Geist

1971) to order the recognized constituents and construct the Arabic FS that reflects
the syntactic structure of the Arabic surface sentence. For each sentence mood, they
are invoked in order and follow the syntax shown in Table 1. The resultant sequence
of feature—value pairs in the FS corresponds to the syntactic structure of the target
Arabic sentence.

5.2 The feature structure-to-Arabic generator

The role of the feature structure-to-Arabic generator is to generate a target Arabic
sentence for each Arabic FS. It produces the target Arabic surface sentence, using a
monolingual lexicon, morphological generator (Shaalan et al. 2006a) and syntactic
generator (Shaalan et al. 2007). The lexicon stores the Arabic lexical knowledge, with
each entry represented as an FS of feature-value pairs.

5.2.1 The Arabic morphological generator

Arabic is a highly inflectional language, with a rich morphology. The Arabic morphol-
ogy system is called Sarf , which represents a special type of morphological
systems (Shaalan 2005a). It generally depends on manipulating a root (or stem) letter
in a non-concatenative manner (Shaalan 2005b). In addition to prefixation and suffix-
ation, inflectional and derivational processes may cause stems to undergo infixational
modification in the presence of different morphosyntactic features as well as certain
stem consonants. In recent work by Guessoum and Zantout (2007), an evaluation study
was conducted that highlights the complexity and importance of Arabic morphological
information in a Web-based Arabic MT system.
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Table 1 Abstract syntactic structure of the Arabic surface sentence

Syntactic structure Example of target Arabic sentence

Statement:: [Coord] S V C
I would like to reserve a room

| [Coord] V C
There are only double rooms in week twelve

| [Coord] S V1 V2 C
We would like to swim in the hotel

| [Coord] NP C
My vacation from tenth of July to twelfth of August

Command:: [Coord] V S C
Please reserve four rooms for us

Question:: [Coord] Q V S C
Do you accept travelers check

| [Coord] Q V S
What did you eat

| [Coord] Q V C
Can I postpone reservation of the program?

[Coord] Q C
Where is the hotel?

Fragment:: [Coord] C
At the hotel

In this section, we discuss the development of our proposed Arabic morphological
generator. With this generator, we are able to derive an inflected Arabic word from a
stem and morphosyntactic features using an Arabic monolingual lexicon and Arabic
morphological rules.

(1) The lexicon
An Arabic lexicon was needed to successfully implement the morphological gener-
ator. Arabic words are represented as FSs. A lexical entry consists of two arguments,
the Arabic stem and its FS, in the form lex(Stem, FS). The following definitions de-
scribe the structure of a lexical entry for the noun, particle and verb word categories:
• A noun FS includes the following features: stem, category, gender, number,

sub-category, definiteness, case, and the irregular_plural form.
• The following are noun entry examples:

◦ lex( [stem: , cat:noun,gender:feminine,number:sg,sub_cat:
common_noun, definiteness:no,case:nom,irr_pl:[]]).

◦ lex( , [stem: , cat:noun,gender:masculine,number:sg,sub_cat:
common_noun, definiteness:no,case:nom,irr_pl:[]]).

• A particle FS includes the following features: stem, category, and, sub_category.
The following are particle entry examples:
◦ lex( , [stem: , cat:particle, sub_cat:conjunct]).
◦ lex( , [stem: , cat:particle, sub_cat:preposition]).
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• A verb FS includes the following features: stem, category, pattern, subject_gen-
der, subject_number, subject_person, tense, aspect, structure, voice, case, tran-
sitivity, sub-category, and the irregular past form. The following are verb entry
examples:
◦ lex( , [stem: , cat: verb,pattern: subject_gender: netural,

subject_number: sg,subject_person: 1, tense: present, aspect: imperfective,
structure: regular, voice: active, case: nom, transitivity:intrans, sub_cat: in-
trans, irr_past:[]]).

◦ lex( , [stem: , pattern: , cat: verb, subject_gender: netural,
subject_number: sg, subject_person: 1, tense: present, aspect: imperfective,
structure: regular, voice: active, case: nom, transitivity:intrans, sub_cat: sen-
tence, irr_past:[]]).

◦ lex( , [stem: , pattern: , cat: verb, subject_gender: netur-
al, subject_number: sg, subject_person: 1, tense: present, aspect: imperfec-
tive, structure: hollow, voice: active, case: nom„ transitivity:intrans,sub_cat:

sentence, irr_past:[ ]]).

(2) Morphological generation rules
Arabic morphological generation rules encode linguistic rules for constructing mor-
phologically correct Arabic words. Each rule is responsible for applying a single fea-
ture on a given stem to yield an inflected form. The input stem is represented as an FS,
and the feature—value pair corresponding to the inflectional operation to be applied
is represented as a feature:value pair (e.g. gender:feminine to feminize a given word).
Each rule has conditions (or constraints) and actions. When the condition is met, the
action is applied which results in the FS being updated to reflect this change. Gener-
ating an inflected form using multiple features (e.g. to derive a definite plural noun) is
applied one rule at a time. Morphological generation rules can be classified into rules
that are responsible for the synthesis of inflected nouns, particles, and verb forms.
Currently, the system has 99 morphological generation rules, as listed in Table 2.

Table 23 in the Appendix shows some results of running the Arabic morphologi-
cal generator on an FS representing the input stem and some given features. These
examples demonstrate how the inflectional morphology component can make use of
morphosyntactic features. The Arabic morphological generation process is best clar-
ified by an example. The translation of the input English expression “my wife” into

the target inflected Arabic word is broken down into the following steps:

• The English-to-IF analyzer produces an IF representation (spouse, sex = female,
whose = I) that includes the value “spouse” and two features: a gender feature
represented by the argument “sex=” with value “female” that indicates feminine,
and a possession feature represented by the argument “whose=” with the value “I”,
indicating the first person singular pronoun.

• The results of the mapper are shown by the following FS: [map_value(spouse,

noun, ),‘sex=’,female, ‘whose=’, map_value(I, pronoun, )]. The value
“spouse” is mapped to (husband: singular masculine noun) and the value
“I” is mapped to the corresponding pronoun .
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Table 2 Morphological
generation rules

Type of inflectional operations for synthesis
of inflected Arabic words

Number of rules

Synthesis of inflected noun
Inflect definite noun 4
Inflect feminine noun 3
Pluralize noun 5
Inflect dual noun 9
Inflect a noun with a prefix preposition 2
Inflect a noun with suffix pronoun 10
End case 2
Synthesis of inflected verb
Conjugate a verb with tense 5
Conjugate a verb with number 8
Conjugate a verb with prefix pronoun 6
Conjugate a verb with suffix pronoun 7
Synthesis of inflected particle
Inflect a particle with suffix pronoun 5
Synthesis of numbers 30
Adjust Arabic script 3
Total 99

• Two morphological generation rules are applicable: inflect feminine noun, and
inflect a noun with suffix pronoun, respectively. The former rule takes both the
value (husband: single masculine noun) and the parameter gender:feminine
as input to produce the inflected feminine noun (wife—single feminine

noun). Note the attachment of the suffix feminine letter (called
—Teh Marboutah) to derive the feminine gender form from the masculine form.
Then, similarly, the latter rule takes this output and the parameter possessive:

as input and produces the target inflected Arabic word (wife-my—
singular feminine noun + singular possessive suffix pronoun). Note that the final
letter form is changed to the medial letter form (called
—Teh Maftouhah) after the attachment of the final possessive suffix pronoun.

Rules for synthesis of inflected Arabic nouns Rules for the synthesis of inflected
Arabic nouns are applied to make a noun definite, feminine, plural or dual, or to add
a prefix preposition or a suffix pronoun. Figure 9 sho ws a morphological generation
rule to inflect a definite noun. In Arabic, the same definite article is used with all
nouns: masculine or feminine, singular, dual, or plural. This rule first ensures that the

input noun is indefinite before attaching the prefix definite article (the)
to the noun (possibly a compound or multiword expression), then updating the FS of
the input Arabic word with the new values of the stem and the definiteness feature.
Note that Arabic definite nouns include both those that take the definite article as well
as proper nouns. We cannot make either of them definite, which is why we have a
constraint on the application of this rule in Fig. 9.
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Rule: synthesize definite noun with definite article 
Input: indefinite Noun or adjective 
Output: definite Noun or adjective 
Example:  -–

 If noun.definiteness = indefinite 
 then attach_prefix(noun.stem,” ”) 

Fig. 9 A morphological generation rule to inflect a definite noun

Rule: synthesize suffixed pronoun 
Input: pronoun 
Output: inflected particle 
Example:  -  – (e.g. … )

If Pronoun.number = sg AND  
   Pronoun.person = first 
then attach_suffix(particle.stem," ")
else Pronoun.number = pl AND  
     Pronoun.person = first 
     then attach_suffix(particle.stem," ")

Fig. 10 A morphological generation rule to inflect a particle with suffix pronoun

Rules for synthesis of inflected Arabic particles Rules for the synthesis of inflected
Arabic particles are provided to inflect a particle with a suffix pronoun, as shown in
Fig. 10. This rule attaches the first person suffix pronoun ‘yeh’ to the particle that
connects two verbs.

Rules for synthesis of inflected Arabic verbs Rules for the synthesis of inflected
Arabic verbs are provided to conjugate the verb form with respect to tense, number,
and affix pronoun. Arabic verb morphology is central to the generation of an Arabic
sentence because of its richness of form and meaning. Arabic verbs can be catego-
rized into two main classes: strong and weak verbs. Strong verbs are those without

any weak radicals. They can be subcategorized into three classes: Regular ,

Hamzated and Doubled .
Regular and doubled verb forms can be generated using regular morphological

rules, while hamzated verb forms are irregular ones. The hamza letter is changed into
another different realization due to the influence of the vowels before and after this

letter. The different realizations of the hamza are . For example, con-

sider the conversion of the hamza letter (Alef-Hamza) into another hamza letter
(Waw-Hamza), exemplified by forming the imperfect tense with the passive voice for

the stem (eat). Applying the regular rules would erroneously generate,

but as it is a hamzated verb, (be eaten) should be generated.

Weak verbs can be subcategorized into three classes: Assimilated , Hol-

low and Defective . Assimilated verbs are those with an initial weak
radical. They can be generated by the same morphological rules for strong verbs.
Hollow verbs are those with a middle weak radical. The inflected hollow verb is real-
ized by either a short or a long vowel depending on person, number and gender features.
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Rule: synthesize first person plural of strong and assimilated verbs 
Input: first person singular verb (past, present, future) 
Output: inflected verb 
Example: --

If verb.tense = future 
then replace_prefix(" "," ")
else if verb.tense = present 
     then replace_prefix(verb.stem," "," ")
     else attach_suffix(verb.stem," ")

Fig. 11 A morphological generation rule for synthesizing a first person plural form of strong and assimilated
verbs

For example, to generate the third person masculine plural perfect from the hollow

verb (could), a long vowel is used which generates (could-they
[masculine]), while generating the third person feminine plural perfect from the same
verb requires using a short vowel to produce the form (could-they [femi-
nine]).

Defective verbs are those with a final weak radical. The inflected defective verb is
realized by either short or long vowels depending on the person, number and gender
features. For example, to generate the third person masculine plural perfect from the
defective stem (stayed), a short vowel is used which generates (stayed-
they), while forming the first person singular perfect from the same stem requires using
a long vowel which generates (stayed-I).

The rest of this section describes different rules for synthesizing different verb
forms. These rules are used to conjugate the verb form with respect to tense, voice,
subject number, gender and person.

Figure 11 shows a rule for synthesizing a first person plural form of either strong
or assimilated verbs in the active voice. This rule conjugates an inflected verb form
of the verb that follows the first person subject pronoun (we), or the like, e.g.

(I and my-wife), with respect to tense, voice and number. For exam-
ple, consider the following three possible inputs in active voice with different tenses:

(arrived-I) in past tense, (I-arrive) in present tense, and
(I-will-arrive) in future tense. This rule generates the corresponding three outputs:

(arrived-we), (we-arrive), (will-we-arrive), respectively.
Figure 12 shows a rule for synthesizing a first person plural form of a doubled verb

in the active voice. In order to derive the perfect form, the rule should first repeat the
last letter before attaching the suffix pronoun. For example, consider the first person
singular perfect doubled verb (doubt) as an input to this rule. The rule first
repeats the last letter of this verb yielding the form (doubt). Then, attaches the
first person plural pronoun to produce the target form (doubted-we).

Figure 13 shows a rule for synthesizing a third person singular masculine form of
a hamzated verb (with a hamza as a first letter) in the passive voice. In order to obtain

the imperfect form of the verb, the rule should replace the letter (Alef-Hamza) with

the letter (Waw-Hamza) before attaching the present tense prefix. For example,

for the input (ate) in the perfect tense, this rule generates (to-be-eaten).
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Rule: synthesize a first person plural doubled verb 
Input: first person singular verb (past, present, future) 
Output: inflected verb 
Example:  –-

If verb.tense = future 
then replace_prefix(" "," ")
else if verb.tense = present 
     then replace_prefix(verb.stem," "," ")
     else  
 repeat_last_letter(verb.stem, Doubled_verb) 

attach_suffix(Doubled_verb," ")

Fig. 12 A morphological generation rule for synthesizing a first person plural form of a doubled verb

Rule: synthesize third person singular masculine hamzated verb (hamza first letter) 
Input: verb (past, present, future) 
Output: inflected verb 
Example:  –-

If verb.tense = future 
then
 relace_first_letter(verb.stem, " ", " ")

replace_prefix(verb.stem, " ", " ")
else if verb.tense = present 
     then  

relace_first_letter(verb.stem, " ", " ")
replace_prefix(verb.stem, " ", " ")

     else  
return verb.stem 

Fig. 13 A morphological generation rule for synthesizing a third person masculine singular form of a
hamzated verb in the passive voice

Note that if the hamzated verb were generated by the regular rules, the erroneous form

would be produced.
Figure 14 shows a rule for synthesizing a first person plural form of a hollow verb

in the active voice. In order to derive the perfect form of the verb, the rule should
remove the middle weak letter before attaching the suffix pronoun. The middle weak
letter is recognized by matching the stem of the hollow verb with its pattern. For exam-

ple, for the input (could) in the perfect tense, this rule generates
(could-we).

Figure 15 shows a rule for synthesizing a first person plural form of a defective
verb in the active voice. In order to derive the perfect form, this rule converts the last
weak letter into before attaching the suffix pronoun. For example, when we
have the perfect form of the verb (stayed) as input, this rule generates
(stayed-we).

5.2.2 The Arabic syntactic generator

Arabic syntactic generation rules encode the rules for constructing a grammatically
correct Arabic sentence. The Arabic syntactic generator recursively iterates over the
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Rule: synthesize first person plural hollow verb 
Input: first person singular verb (past, present, future) 
Output: inflected verb 
Example:  –-

If verb.tense = future 
then replace_prefix(" "," ")
else if verb.tense = present 
     then replace_prefix(verb.stem," "," ")
     else  
 match_stem_pattern(verb.stem, verb.pattern, weak_letter_pos) 
 remove_middle_weak(verb.stem, weak_letter_pos, PastWeakWord) 

attach_suffix(PastWeakWord," ")

Fig. 14 A morphological generation rule for synthesizing a first person plural form of a hollow verb

Rule: synthesize first person plural defective verb 
Input: first person singular verb (past, present, future) 
Output: inflected verb 
Example:  –-

If verb.tense = future 
then replace_prefix(" "," ")
else if verb.tense = present 
     then replace_prefix(verb.stem," "," ")
     else  
 replace_last_weak(verb.stem, " ", " ")

attach_suffix(verb.stem," ")

Fig. 15 A morphological generation rule for synthesizing a first person plural form of a defective verb

current FS, which includes morphologically inflected lexemes, and applies the sen-
tence generation rules to generate the target Arabic surface sentence. These rules can
broadly be classified into:

• Rules that ensure the agreement relations between various elements in the sentence.
Arabic is rich in agreement. In our presentation, we show rules for different types
of agreement relationships, such as subject–verb, noun–adjective, demonstrative
pronoun–noun, and number–counted noun, along with their agreement features.

• Rules that enable the reconstruction of missing fragments (e.g. prepositions) in
order to produce the target Arabic surface structure in its correct form.

• Rules that handle the case marking (e.g. for dual and plural forms) at the sentence
level.

Currently, the system has 138 syntactic generation rules, as shown in Table 3. In
the following sections, we present an example of each of these categories.

Rules for verb–subject agreement In Arabic, verbs and subjects agree. Figure 16
shows a rule for synthesizing a verb that fully agrees with its subject (a pre-verbal NP)
in gender and number. For example, consider the following sentence:

the-boys.masc.pl.nom visit.past the-museum
The boys visited the museum
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Table 3 Syntactic generation
rules

Synthesis of syntactic generation Number of rules

Agreements
Subject–verb 2
Noun–adjective 3
Demonstrative pronoun–noun 7
Number–counted noun 68

Handling of end case of duals and plurals
Duals 4
Plurals 4

Reconstructing missing prepositions 46
Handling tense of verb 1
Handling implicit and missing words 3
Total 138

Rule: subject-verb agreement 
Input: verb and inflected subject 
Output: inflected verb agreed with its inflected subject 
Example:  ––

synthesize_verb(Subject.number,verb.stem) 
synthesize_verb(Subject.gender,verb.stem) 

Fig. 16 A rule for subject–verb agreement in SVO word order

In the above sentence, the pre-verbal NP (the-boys [the-boys.masc.pl.
nom]) and the verb (visit [past.sg]), need to agree in number and gender. The
generated Arabic sentence would therefore be as follows:

the-boys.masc.pl.nom visit.past.3.masc.pl the-museum
The boys visited the museum

Table 24 shows examples of applying this rule, where in the case of a statement
mood, the subject is usually a first person nominative pronoun. By contrast, in the
case of an interrogative mood, the subject is usually a second person nominative
pronoun.

Rules for noun–adjective agreement In Arabic, an adjective agrees with the noun
it modifies with respect to number, gender, and definiteness, except in the case of
an irregular (broken) plural, where it usually agrees just in gender and definiteness.
Figure 17 shows a rule for synthesizing an adjective that agrees with the noun it mod-
ifies. For example, consider the following sentence:

the-boys visited-they the-museum.fem.pl old.masc.sg
The boys visited the old museums

In this case, the adjective, (old [masc.sg]) and the (broken plural) noun it
modifies (the-museums [the-museum.fem.pl]) should agree in gender and
definiteness. The generated Arabic sentence would therefore be as follows:
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Rule: noun-adjective agreement 
Input: adjective and inflected noun 
Output: inflected adjective agreed with the inflected noun it modifies 
Example:

If Noun.irregular_plural = nil 
Then begin 
            synthesize_noun(Noun.gender,Adj.stem) 
            synthesize_noun(Noun.definiteness,Adj.stem) 
         end   
else  begin 
            synthesize_noun(Noun.number,Adj.stem) 
            synthesize_noun(Noun.gender,Adj.stem) 
            synthesize_noun(Noun.definiteness,Adj.stem) 
        end   

Fig. 17 A rule for noun–adjective agreement

Rule: demonstrative pronoun-noun agreement 
Input: demonstrative pronoun and noun 
Output: demonstrative pronoun form agreed with the definite noun it modifies  
Example: ––

       synthesize_agreed_noun(demon_pronoun.number,demon_pronoun.gender,  
            noun.stem) 
       synthesize_definite_noun(noun.stem) 

Fig. 18 A rule for demonstrative pronoun–noun agreement

the-boys visited-they the-museum.fem.pl the-old.fem.sg The boys visited the
old museums

Table 25 shows examples of applying noun–adjective agreement. These examples
show that the noun may be a compound. In the case of multiple adjectives, they all
should agree with the noun they modify.

Rules for demonstrative pronoun–noun agreement In Arabic, the demonstrative
pronoun should agree with the noun it modifies. Figure 18 shows a rule for synthe-
sizing a noun that agrees with the demonstrative pronoun with respect to number and
gender. For example, consider the following sentence:

the-boys visited-they this.masc.sg garden.fem.sg
The boys visited this garden

In this case, the demonstrative pronoun, (this [masc.sg]) and the noun it mod-
ifies (garden [fem.sg]) should agree in gender and definiteness. The generated
Arabic sentence would therefore be as follows:
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the-boys visited-they this.fem.sg the-garden.fem.sg
The boys visited this garden

Table 26 shows examples of synthesizing nouns that agree with their demonstrative
pronouns. The examples also show that these nouns need to be in the definite form.

Rules for number–counted noun agreement Number–counted noun agreement is
governed by a set of complex rules for determining the literal number that agrees with
the counted noun with respect to gender and definiteness. In Arabic, the literal genera-
tion of numbers is classified into the following categories: digits, compounds, decades,
and conjunctions. The case markings depend on the number–counted name expression
within the sentence. Figure 19 shows a rule for synthesizing a number between 3 and
9 that agrees with its counted noun in gender. In this rule, the gender of the literal
number is the opposite of the gender of the singular form of the counted noun. For
example, consider the following sentence:

the-boys visited-they five.masc.sg museum.fem.pl
The boys visited five museums

In this case, the number, (five [masc.sg]) and the (broken plural) counted
noun (museums [fem.pl]) need to agree in gender and definiteness. The
generated Arabic sentence would therefore be as follows:

the-boys visited-they five.fem.sg museum.fem.pl
The boys visited five museums

Table 27 shows examples of synthesizing numbers that agree with their counted
noun according to the Arabic generation rules.

Rules for reconstructing missing prepositions Prepositions are heuristically gen-
erated according to certain verbs, nouns, or arguments. To provide some intui-
tion for non-native readers, a source sentence such as this, “I’m looking for a
tour from November twelfth to December twelfth”, would be rendered in Ara-

bic as (I’m looking a

Rule: synthesize a literal digit  
Input: digit between 3 and 9, and counted noun 
Output: inflected literal digit agreed with its counted noun 
Example:  –

If unit >= 3 AND unit <= 9 
then begin 
 unit_to_literal(Unit,Number) 
 get_sg_gender(counted_Noun,MascFem) 
             inverse_gender(MascFem,Inv_ MascFem) 
 synthesize_noun(gender:Inv_ MascFem,Number.stem)     
         end 

Fig. 19 A rule for number–counted noun agreement
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tour November twelfth December twelfth), with missing prepositions following the
verb and between the day and month to indicate the relation “day of month”.

Thus, the correct Arabic translation would be ,

(I’m looking for a tour from the-twelfth
of November to the-twelfth of December). In such cases, the IF has to be analyzed to
derive heuristic rules that can reconstruct the missing prepositions. It is worth noting
that introducing these prepositions during syntactic generation would affect the case
marking of the words that follow them. Hence, it is appropriate that these words are
handled at this phase instead. Figure 20 shows some partial rules for generating a pair
of prepositions corresponding to an argument pair. For example, the argument “for-
whom=” generates the preposition (for), and the argument pair “origin=” and

“destination=” generates both the prepositions (from) and (to), respec-
tively. Table 28 shows some examples of prepositions generated by other pairs of
arguments.

Rules for handling case marking In the specification of IF, the argument “quan-
tity=” indicates a number feature while its value determines an inflectional operation
(i.e. dual or plural). Figure 21 shows an example for synthesizing a plural form in
either accusative or genitive case. For example, consider the following sentence:

Are there swimming lessons for.PREP the-beginner.masc.pl.nom?
Are there swimming lessons for beginners?

Rule: generate a pair of prepositions according to a pair of arguments 
Input: pattern in the form of: <Argument word Argument word> 
Output: pattern in the form of: < Preposition word Preposition word> 

If pattern('for-whom=',Someone) 
Then generate pattern(' ',Someone) 

If pattern('origin=',Origin,'destination=',Destination) 
Then generate pattern(' ',Origin,' ',Destination) 
…
If pattern('md=',Day,'month=',Month) 
Then generate pattern(' ',Day,' ',Month) 

Fig. 20 Partial rules for constructing missing prepositions

Rule: synthesizing sound plural masculine forms 
Input: singular masculine noun 
Output: inflected plural masculine noun in genitive case 
Example:  –

If noun.number = sg AND noun.gender = masculine  
then  begin 
            change_pl_suffix(noun.stem,” ”)
            noun.case = genitive  
          end 

Fig. 21 Examples of rules for synthesizing sound plural masculine
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In this case, the preposition proclitic (for, PREP) precedes the noun,
(the-beginner [.masc.pl.nom]) which must change the case marking of the sound plu-
ral masculine noun to be in the genitive case. This preposition was missing and hence
introduced in the current phase by a heuristic rule. The generated Arabic sentence
would, therefore, be as follows:

Are there swimming lessons for-the-beginner.masc. pl.gen?
Are there swimming lessons for beginners?

Examples of synthesizing the final dual and plural forms are shown in Tables 29
and 30 in the Appendix.

6 Issues and problems

This section discusses major problems encountered during the generation of Arabic
sentences from an interlingual representation, together with an account of how we han-
dled them. The issues are classified as being related to the lexical mapping, structural
mapping, morphological generation, and syntactic generation phases.

6.1 Issues related to lexical mapping

As shown, in the general case, values of arguments in an IF representation are mapped
into Arabic lexemes. However, there are certain contextual argument—sub-argument
combinations that map to implicit values; hence, they have to be mapped into Arabic
lexemes. Once our Arabic generator identifies these implicit values, it handles them
in a special way during the mapping and generation processes. For example, the IF
fragment “age = (quantity = 8)” is mapped by our system into three values ,
8, and (age, 8, and year). The former is an implicit value and the latter is a
missing value indicating the counted name (i.e. the time unit) of the given number.
Additionally, more processing is carried out during the Arabic syntactic generation
phase in order to add the third person suffix pronoun to the implicit value (age)

to derive , (age-his). Ultimately, our system will produce

(son-my age-his eight years) rather than (son-my eight), as in:

My son is eight.
c: give-information + personal-data (experiencer = (offspring,sex = male,whose = i),
age = (quantity = 8))

The implicit value is made explicit in order to capture the intended meaning of the
source input expression, while the missing value is also reconstructed to resolve any
misunderstanding or ambiguity that may arise. Consequently, the implicit value “age”

is necessary to explain that the given number is related to age. The missing
value “years” is needed to explain that the age is in years rather than days or
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months which is, for example, significant for applications such as airline reservation
in order to determine the price of a ticket.

6.2 Issues related to structural mapping

6.2.1 Implicit constituents

During the recognition of constituents, we found that some constituents could be
implicitly defined in the IF representation. The following implicit constituents are
handled during the structural mapping phase:

• Interrogative particle: In the IF representation of an interrogative sentence, the
interrogative particle is usually explicitly indicated, e.g. the expression “loca-

tion = question” explicitly indicates the interrogative particle (where) to
ask about a location. However, some IF representation does not include any inter-
rogative particles, in which case the interrogative particle (how) is used, as
in:

Can someone pick us up to the apartment?
request-information + feasibility + pick-up (feasibility = feasible,who = someone,
to-whom = we, destination = (apartment, identifiability = yes))

• Verb: In Arabic there are two types of sentences: nominal and verbal sentences.
A nominal sentence does not include a verb. In the generation of a verbal sentence,
if a verb feature is indicated, e.g. “e-time = future”, without an existence of a verb,

the verb (to-be) is used, as in:

your room will be available at two o’clock
give-information + feature + room (e-time = following, room-spec = (room, whose
= you), feature = (modifier = available), time = (start-time = clock = (hours = 2)))

It is worth noting that if the future tense were not indicated in the IF representation,
the sentence would have been correctly translated as a nominal sentence but without
an indication of a tense, i.e. (your-room available-at
the-o’clock the-two).

6.2.2 Order of verb and noun phrases

There is no indication in the IF representation of the order of either the words or the
syntactic constituents for either the source or the target surface sentences. Moreover,
Arabic syntactic structure is flexible with respect to word order. The free word order
nature of Arabic creates an obstacle unique to the language. The number of possible
clause combinations in basic phrasal structures far exceeds that of most languages
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(Salem et al. 2008). Hence, we standardized the target Arabic syntactic structure aim-
ing at achieving consistency in the generation of the Arabic surface structure. Thus,
in our system we assumed a default word order of constituents, such as noun phrases
(NPs), which captures the intended meaning of the source input expression. The fol-
lowing show the order of constituents that we followed in the generation of the Arabic
syntactic structure:

NPNOM
NPNOM VERBTRANS NPACC
NPNOM VERBINTRANS PREP NPGEN
NPNOM PREP NPGEN
VERBTRANS NPACC
VERBINTRANS PREP NPACC

6.3 Issues related to morphological generation

6.3.1 Issues related to definite nouns

The argument “identifiability=” has two values that can be used as morphosyntactic
features: “yes” to indicate definite noun and “no” to indicate indefinite noun. Another
value of this argument is “non-distant” which maps to (this), used to indicate a
demonstrative pronoun. Hence, these values are mutually exclusive such that we are
not able to derive an inflected form where a noun is both modified by a demonstrative
pronoun and is also indefinite. However, this case is common in Arabic (the whole
expression is called the substitution form). We solved this problem by assuming that
the noun that the demonstrative pronoun modifies is always definite (preceded by a
definite article). This assumption conforms to the Arabic syntactic rules.

In Arabic the literal (wording) of numbers is like any noun form, i.e. inflect into
definite, feminine, dual, and plural. For a number that is a value of the argument “quan-
tity=” sometimes its literal form needs to be definite according to the Arabic syntactic
rules. In NESPOLE!, the IF specification of the argument “quantity=” does not have
the definiteness feature “identifiability=” licensed as a sub-argument. Consequently,
we are not able to produce the definite literal number, which in some cases leaves the
Arabic output ungrammatical. Consider the following example:

c: Is there a discount for children under six?
c: request-information + existence + price (price-spec = discount, for-whom =
(child, quantity = plural, age = (quantity = (6, qmod = less-than))))

According to the grammar of Arabic, the number “6”, literally (sixth)
should be definite, i.e. (the-sixth), as it is a noun in the genitive case
that comes after a preposition . This problem is so specific to Arabic that
in some cases, we could not generate the definite literal number from the IF represen-
tation.
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6.3.2 Issues related to numbers and their counted nouns

A number-counted noun expression is governed by a set of complex rules for deter-
mining the gender, definiteness, and case markings. The markings of numbers depend
on the occurrence of the number within the sentence:

• The number ‘one’, agreement is as expected, but there may be a reversal of word
order (e.g. (one person) and

(one night)).
• The number ‘two’ is expressed by the dual of the noun (e.g.

(two persons) and (two nights)).
• Numbers ‘three’ through ‘ten’ require the counted noun to be plural and the gender

of the number to be the opposite of the gender of the singular noun. For example:
(five, masculine) (plural of ‘year’, feminine) but (five,

feminine) (plural of ‘museum’, masculine).
• Compound numbers ‘eleven’ and ‘twelve’ require a singular counted noun in the

indefinite accusative and agree in gender with the counted noun.
• The numbers ‘thirteen’ through ‘nineteen’ are represented in Arabic as two-word

compounds and . These require a singular counted noun
in the indefinite accusative. They also require the gender of the first part of the
number to be the opposite of the gender of the counted noun, while the second part
agrees with the counted noun with respect to gender.

• Numbers ‘20’ through ‘90’ and a hundred, thousand, etc. require a singular counted
noun in the indefinite accusative and the number itself to be sound masculine plural.

• When numbers are coordinated (with units, tens, hundreds, thousands, etc.),
they follow the above rules and are separated by the conjunction particle
waw .

Agreement decisions are made in the generator to synthesize the correct literal
form of the numbers and their counted nouns, which will improve the pronunciation
capabilities of our tool in our future work.

Another issue is the mapping of ordinal numbers (first, second, etc.) and cardinal
numbers (one, two etc.). These depend on argument—value mappings. As shown in
the following examples, the value of the argument “hours=” is mapped to a cardinal
number, while the value of the argument “md=” is mapped to an ordinal number.

Your room will be available at eleven o’clock

a: give-information + feature + room (e-time = following, room-spec = (room,
whose = you), feature = (modifier = available), time = (start-time = clock =
(hours = 2))))

I and my wife will be arriving February eleventh

c: give-information + arrival (who = (operator = conjunct, [i,(spouse, sex = female,
whose = I)]), e-time = following, time = (month = 2,md = 11))
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6.3.3 Issues related to Arabic script

During inflectional morphology some letters of Arabic change into other forms, as
follows:

• The letter (Alef) of the definite article (Alef Lam) is dropped when used
with the preposition (for), i.e. (Lam Lam to indicate for-the). For example,
using (for) with (the-child) produces (for-the-child).

• The Hamza letter is changed to other forms during the morphological and syntac-

tic generations of the inflected word. For example, the use of the letter (Yeh
to indicate my), with the irregular (broken) plural (colleagues) produces

(my-colleagues) instead of
• The suffix feminine letter Teh Marboutah ( or ) is changed into Teh

Maftouhah ( ) when a suffix is attached to it. For example, the dual of
(room, [sg,fem]) is (two-rooms, [dl.fem.nom – dl.fem.acc]).

6.4 Issues related to syntactic generation

6.4.1 Tense of verb in negation

In order to comply with Arabic grammar rules, our generator overrides the
specification of the negated past tense verb in the Interlingua with a present tense

form that is preceded by the apocopative particle Lam— . In Arabic,
this particle is used for negating a present tense verb form which is understood as a
negated past form, as in:

I did not understand the last sentence.
c:give-information + negation + understand + information-object(e-time=previous,
polarity=negative, …)

6.4.2 Constructing missing prepositions

Using IF as the intermediate representation in our multilingual MT system led to the
dropping of language-specific details for constructing the target surface structure. In
our system, we handled this with heuristic rules that reconstruct these missing frag-
ments. The important missing fragments are prepositions. For example, the following
IF generates a sentence that requires five prepositions in order to produce the target
Arabic sentence. It shows a verb that is followed by a preposition, a date expression
specified by a preposition, and a date range specified by two prepositions: one before
the start date, and one before the end date:

I’m looking for a tour from November twelfth to December twelfth.
c: give-information + search + tour (who = i, tour-spec = (tour, identifiability =
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no, time=(start-time = (md = 12, month = 11),end-time=(md = 12, month = 12))))

6.5 Limitations of the Interlingua-to-Arabic generator

The Interlingua-to-Arabic generator was successfully implemented using SICStus Pro-
log on an IBM PC. The system has some limitations and considerations if applied on
a wider scale:

• The source English side is lexically unambiguous. However, there is still some
sort of ambiguity on the target side, as in the classical example of translating the
English word “uncle” to Arabic, which has different translations as (father’s

sister), (father’s brother), (mother’s sister), and (mother’s
brother). This information is not encoded in the Interlingua, as uncle has the value
“parent_sibling”.

• Presumably an ambiguous input sentence would generate multiple IF representa-
tions, each of which would be then independently translated into Arabic. In our
system, we assume a deterministic translation into Arabic and take the first IF
representation generated.

• The system as described is targeted at a particularly well-formed subset of Arabic,
i.e. spoken dialogues from the travel and tourism domain, which would not extend
well to problematic idiomatic Arabic expressions.

• The system is developed using hand-crafted linguistic and heuristic rules. On a
wider scale, the system would require a large amount of such rules, a fact that
could lead to a knowledge acquisition bottleneck during development unless ade-
quate acquisition tools are adopted.

7 Evaluation

A set of real 300 SDUs with their corresponding Interlingua representation was used
as a test set. This set was randomly chosen from the NESPOLE! Travel and Tour-
ism database that was developed by CMU. The interlingual representations of the
English source translation set are fed into the IF-to-Arabic generator to produce their
Arabic translations. The output quality was measured using both human assessments
(subjective evaluation) and automatic scoring techniques (White et al. 1994; Papineni
et al. 2002; Akiba et al. 2004). In addition, an end-to-end (English-to-Arabic) evalua-
tion is performed to judge how well the meaning of the original English source SDU
was conveyed in the Arabic translation output. In the following sections, we present
the subjective, automatic, and end-to-end evaluations conducted on this test set.

7.1 Subjective evaluation

The subjective evaluation was carried out by Arabic native speakers. Translation qual-
ity was judged based on fluency and adequacy of the translation, which are the standard
metrics for subjective evaluation. Fluency refers to the degree to which the Arabic
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Table 4 Workload of graders
Grader’s ID Number of input data

G1 75
G2 75
G3 75
G4 75
Total 300

Table 5 Frequency of fluency
and adequacy judgments by
human evaluation

Grader’s ID Fluency Adequacy

G1 73 70
G2 70 62
G3 68 63
G4 74 72
Total 285 267
% 95 89

translation is well-formed on a sentence-by-sentence basis (without reference to the
“correct” translation, and thus without knowing the accuracy of the content) according
to the grammar of the target language. Evaluators assigned a score from one to five
with five denoting a perfectly formed Arabic sentence. Their task was to determine
whether each sentence was well-formed and fluent in context. The results were com-
puted by averaging the judgments over all of the decisions in the translation set, and
then mapping this result onto a 0–1 scale.

Adequacy refers to the degree to which the translation preserves the original infor-
mation present in the source sentence. Professional expert translations are used as
the references in the adequacy component. Graders were instructed to ascertain the
meaning present in each sentence and rate the degree to which it was present in the
Arabic translation output on a scale of one to five. If the meaning was absent or almost
incomprehensible, the score was one; if it was completely represented, then the score
was five. The results of the adequacy evaluation were compiled in the same manner
as those for fluency.

7.1.1 Evaluation results

In total, four Arabic native speakers and a professional expert translator were involved
in the evaluation task, where each grader had to evaluate the Arabic translation output
for an equal number of source sentences, as summarized in Table 4.

The evaluation methodology was applied in two steps, as follows:

• In the first assessment step, the grading assignments for each grader were split
into two parts. In the first part, the system output was presented and the grader
had to judge the fluency of the translation. In the second part, a reference transla-
tion was given and the grader had to evaluate the adequacy of the translation. The
frequencies of these judgments are summarized in Table 5
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Table 6 Adequacy and fluency
judgments

Fluency Adequacy

5 Flawless Arabic All information
4 Good Arabic Most information
3 Non-native Arabic Much information
2 Disfluent Arabic Little information
1 Incomprehensible None

Table 7 Fluency classification
Grader’s ID 5 4 3 2 1

G1 0.6 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.0
G2 0.5 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.0
G3 0.4 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.1
G4 0.6 0.3 0.1 0.0 0.0
Average 0.52 0.25 0.12 0.07 0.02

Table 8 Adequacy
classification

Grader’s ID 5 4 3 2 1

G1 0.5 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.0
G2 0.4 0.1 0.3 0.1 0.1
G3 0.4 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.1
G4 0.6 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
Average 0.47 0.15 0.17 0.1 0.07

In the above table, we see that the accumulated fluency is 95% correct (about 15
SDUs are grammatically incorrect) and the accumulated adequacy is 89% correct
(about 33 SDUs do not include the target information or just included little informa-
tion).

• In the second assessment step, we gave each grader the grade list as shown in
Table 6. For each grader, the average fluency and adequacy classifications were
calculated. The results of these calculations are presented in Tables 7 and 8, respec-
tively.

From Tables 7 and 8, we conclude that the performance results achieved were satis-
factory in terms of fluency and adequacy. From these tables we observe the following
about the translation quality of the system:

• Concerning adequacy, the translations have the judgments of both “all” and “most”
greater than the judgments of both “much” and “little”. This means that the system
output has achieved good quality.

• Sometimes the Arabic output is grammatically incorrect but it preserves some of
the target information. In this case, the grader judgment was high in adequacy, but
low in fluency. We observed this situation with grader “G4” as indicated by the
scores in the last two columns of Tables 7 and 8
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Table 9 Errors in
morphological generation of a
suffix pronoun

1. But I’ll try Source translation

Correct translation
But-I will-try

System output
But I will-try

2. But I’m sure Source translation

Correct translation
But-I am-sure

System output
But I am-sure

3. But I think there is a problem Source translation

Correct translation
But-I think there is a problem

System output
But I think there is a problem

7.1.2 Problem classification

Having obtained the fluency and adequacy evaluation results, the same professional
expert translators were used to analyze and classify the incorrect system output. Some
problems belong to the fluency evaluation, while others belong to the adequacy eval-
uation. These problems are discussed in the rest of this section.

Problems in Fluency Fluency problems arose because some morphological or syn-
tactic rules were missing. However, the solution is simple and could be done by feeding
the rules that handle the identified cases into our system. There are two types of fluency
problems, namely:

• Errors in morphological generation: This type of error occurred during the mor-
phological generation phase. There are 3 sentences that contain a morphological
generation error. Table 9 shows these erroneous sentences, all due to generating a
separate pronoun instead of a connected suffix pronoun to a particle.

• Errors in subject—verb agreement: This type of error occurred during the syntactic
generation phase. There are 71 verb–subject agreements. Our results indicate that
there are 12 verb–subject disagreements. Table 10 shows some examples of these
erroneous sentences, all due to errors in subject—verb agreement. In particular,
when the subject is feminine, the masculine verb prefix (Yeh) is generated
instead of the feminine prefix (Teh).

Problems in Adequacy Adequacy problems arose because our Arabic specialist who
was involved in translating the IF vocabulary was not an IF specialist. In this project,
it was difficult to find someone who specializes both in Arabic and IF. Thus, some
translations were given in a broader sense rather than in a domain-specific sense. There
are two types of adequacy problems:

• Errors in word sense: This type of error occurred during the lexical mapping phase.
There are nine semantically incorrect sentences due to variations in word senses.
Table 11 shows examples of these semantically incorrect sentences.
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Table 10 Errors in subject-verb agreement of feminine subject

1. There are many castles Source translation

Correct translation
There are [f] many castles

System output
There are [m] many castles

2. Are there good places for seven persons? Source translation

Correct translation
Are there [f] good places for seven persons?

System output
Are there [m] good places for seven persons?

3. In August we have both single rooms
and double rooms available

Source translation

Correct translation
We have [f] both single rooms and
double rooms available in August

System output
We have [m] both single rooms and
double rooms available in August

• Ambiguity: This type of error occurred during the lexical mapping phase. There
are 24 ambiguous sentences that arose due to ambiguity in verb senses. Table 12
shows examples of these erroneous word senses. For example, the deep semantic

value “interest” in the IF could be mapped to either “interest” ( ) or “looking

for” ( ) in order to capture the intended meaning of the source English verb.
The first verb sense was chosen as it appeared more frequently with the Arabic
translation of the source English sentence.

7.2 Automatic evaluation

To meet the demands of a rapid MT evaluation method, various automatic MT eval-
uation methods have been proposed in recent years. These include the BiLingual
Evaluation Understudy (BLEU) (Papineni et al. 2002; Akiba et al. 2004). BLEU has
attracted many MT researchers, who have used it to demonstrate the quality of their
novel approaches to developing MT systems

BLEU is an automatic scoring method based on the precisions of N-grams
(unigrams, bigrams, trigrams, and 4-grams). The precision of N-grams is calculated
against multiple reference translations produced by human translators.

In our automatic evaluation, we used version 09 of the machine translation kit pro-
vided by NIST. To use this tool, we had to prepare three different files: a file containing
the source document (300 English SDUs from the NESPOLE! Travel and Tourism
database), a file containing the reference translations (both the given and additional
reference translations provided by a professional expert translator), and a file contain-
ing the system output. The results of BLEU is a score in the range of [0,1], with 1
indicating a perfect match. The automatic evaluation results are shown in Table 13.
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In Table 13, the results of the automatic evaluation are improved by increasing the
number of reference translations. In BLEU score, the multiple reference translations
are used to increase the accuracy of the system. Due to the available budget we could
only fund up to two reference translations.

7.3 End-to-end evaluation

In this section, we describe the end-to-end (English-to-Arabic) evaluation of the
NESPOLE! translation system for the Travel and Tourism domain (Lazzari 2003).
An end-to-end evaluation was conducted for the four languages of the NESPOLE!
project (Levin et al. 2002). The aim of the end-to-end evaluation is to judge how well
the meaning of the original English source SDU is conveyed in the Arabic transla-
tion output. The evaluation is described further in Lazzari (2003). In the end-to-end
evaluation described in this section, we focus on the aspects of the evaluation that
are most relevant to our generation module. In this evaluation, we used the English
source translation set of the 300 SDUs, which was used in the previous subjective and
automatic evaluations. This test set was provided by CMU along with its Interlingua
output produced from the English-to-IF analyzer (see Sect. 4.3). This Interlingua was
fed to our IF-to-Arabic generator. The English source input and target Arabic output
were then compared

Three bilingual human graders were involved in comparing the source English
input with the system-generated Arabic translation output. The SDUs were divided
equally among the graders. A grade was assigned for each SDU based on how well
the meaning of the original SDU was conveyed in the translation output. Grades were
not based on fluency or grammaticality except to the extent that the meaning of the
original input was altered or corrupted in the output. The graders played no role in
the development of the system, and they were not aware of what conditions were
used to produce each set of translations. Grading was performed using the 4-point
scale described in Table 14. This method has been used in end-to-end evaluation at
NESPOLE! project (Langley 2003).

For each SDU in the original input, the graders compared the system output and
assigned a grade of Very Good, Good, Bad, or Very Bad based on their own judg-
ment of how the translation matched the criteria for meaning preservation listed in
Table 14

Our primary concern in the end-to-end evaluation was whether or not the meaning
of the original input could be understood in the Arabic translation output. When the
translation for an SDU was given a grade of “Very Good” or “Good”, the translation
was considered “Acceptable” because all important information in the original SDU
was conveyed understandably in the translation. When a grade of “Bad” or “Very
Bad” was assigned, the translation was considered “Unacceptable”. For the purpose
of this evaluation, we were interested in the percentage of SDUs that received an
“Acceptable” grade

In Table 15, we observe that 88% of the English-to-Arabic evaluation was deemed
“Acceptable”. These grades reflect the combined performance of the analyzer and the
generator.
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Table 11 Errors in word sense

1. We are planning to get around by car Source translation
c: give-information + disposition + trip (disposition =

(intention, who = we), locomotion = car)
Interlingual representation

Correct translation
We plan to get a car

System output
We intend to rent a car

2. There is everything you need Source translation
a: give-information + existence + object (object-spec=

(everything, modifier= necessary))
Interlingual representation

Correct translation
There is everything you need

System output
There is everything necessary

3. And there are two people Source translation
c: give-information + party (conjunction=discourse,

How-many=2)
Interlingual representation

Correct translation
And two persons

System output
We are two

Table 12 Ambiguous verb senses

Erroneous example Source English sentence

Or you are looking only for a hotel

I am looking for a 4 day tour package
everything included

I’m looking for a winter package on
December twelfth

Do you serve meals other than
breakfast?

Do you have a specific place in mind?

I guess two double rooms

I’m looking for a winter package
from November twelfth to
December twelfth

Table 13 Results of automatic
evaluation

Number of reference translations BLEU score

1 0.65
2 0.82
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Table 14 Grading scale for end-to-end grading of translations

Grade Description

Acceptable Very good • All information in the original SDU is present in the
translation and easy to understand.

Good • All important information in the original SDU is present in
the translation

• Minor pieces of information or details that do not change the
overall meaning may be missing from and/or added to the
translation

• The important information may be expressed poorly but
remains understandable

Unacceptable Bad • Some of the important information in the original SDU is
missing from the translation

• Information or details that change the overall meaning has
been added to the translation

• Important information has been translated in a way that is not
understandable

Very bad • Most of the important information in the original SDU is
missing from the translation and/or is impossible to
understand

Table 15 Results of end-to-end
evaluation

Grader’s ID Acceptable Unacceptable

G1 90 10
G2 82 18
G3 93 7
Total 265 35
% 88 12

7.4 Discussion

• During the development of the Arabic generator, a human Arabic specialist was
involved in the task of creating linguistic rules and lexicon, and verifying the system
output. This task required eight person-months.

• The number of graders is not large because the cost for the graders and the pro-
fessional expert translators is high. The human cost involved in the evaluation in
terms of person-hours (they worked part-time) is summarized in Table 16.

• In the evaluation we used 300 English source sentences with their semantic rep-
resentations (IF) as the input for conducting the system evaluation. The English
source sentences contain approximately 1,900 words and the Arabic target sen-
tences contain approximately 1600 words.

• We calculated the frequency of syntactic structures and constituents generated
by the test set. This is shown in Tables 17 and 18, respectively. There are 155
statements, 13 commands, 74 questions, and 58 fragments. The highest syntactic
structure frequency was 93 for the pattern “[Coordinate] S V C” of mood state-
ment while the lowest frequency was five for the pattern “[Coordinate] Q V S” of
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Table 16 Cost of human-centred evaluation

Grader’s ID Task Cost (USD) Number of hours

G1 Subjective evaluation 180 6
G2 Subjective evaluation 180 6
G3 Subjective evaluation 180 6
G4 Subjective evaluation 180 6
Professional expert

translator
1st Reference translation

(adequacy & BLEU)
300 15

Professional expert
translator

The incorrect system
output analysis and
classification

200 10

Professional expert
translator

2nd Reference translation (BLEU) 300 15

G1 End-to-end evaluation 240 8
G2 End-to-end evaluation 240 8
G3 End-to-end evaluation 240 8
Total 2240 88

Table 17 Frequency of
syntactic structure generated by
the test set

Syntactic structure Frequency

Statement:: [Coordinate] S V C 93
[Coordinate] V C 39
[Coordinate] S V1 V2 C 17
[Coordinate] NP C 6

Command:: [Coordinate] V S C 13
Question:: [Coordinate] Q V S C 13

[Coordinate] Q V S 5
[Coordinate] Q V C 32
[Coordinate] Q C 24

Fragment [Coordinate] C 58
Total 300

mood question. The highest syntactic structure frequency of question mood was
32 for the pattern “[Coordinate] Q V C”. The highest constituent frequency was
212 for the verb constituent while the lowest constituent frequency was 23 for the
Coordinate constituent.

• We calculated the frequency of activated morphological generation rules used by
the test set. This is shown in Table 19. The highest generation rule frequency was
317 for generating nouns, while the lowest frequency was for adjusting the Arabic
script.

• We calculated the frequency of activated syntactic generation rules used by the test
set. This is shown in Table 20. The highest generation rule frequency was 191 for
agreements among constituents, while the lowest frequency was two for handling
the tense of a verb.
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Table 18 Frequency of
constituents generated by the
test set

Constituent Frequency

Coordinate 23
S 141
V 212
Q 74
C 295

Table 19 Frequency of
activated morphological
generation rules used by the test
set

Synthesis of inflected Arabic word Frequency

Synthesis of inflected noun 317
Synthesis of inflected verb 96
Synthesis of inflected particle 22
Synthesis of numbers 61
Adjusting Arabic script 13
Total 509

Table 20 Frequency of
activated syntactic generation
rules used by the test set

Synthesis of syntactic generation Frequency

Agreements 191
Handling of end case of duals and plurals 27
Reconstructing missing prepositions 180
Handling tense of verb 2
Handling implicit and missing words 13
Total 413

7.5 Comparing Moses with our system

We evaluated our system output by comparing it against the open-source phrase-based
SMT toolkit Moses (Koehn et al. 2007). We set up a baseline system using well known
freely available software. The basic setup is the publicly available Moses decoder,2

which allows for the training, tuning, and testing of SMT systems. In this experiment
we used the same data resources of our system to build the baseline of the statistical
machine translation. The main components for this system are the phrasal bilexicon
and the language model for the target language. The core phrasal bilexicon is obtained
by collecting phrase pairs that are consistent with the IBM model four alignments
obtained with GIZA++ (Och and Ney 2002). The language model used in the trans-
lation task is trained with Kneser–Ney smoothing using the SRI language modeling
toolkit (Stolcke 2002). For the Arabic task, we used a trigram language model in the
baseline SMT system.

2 http://www.statmt.org/
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Table 21 Training data
statistics computed for the
English-to-Arabic language pair

Training data statistics English–Arabic

Number of dialogues 70
Number of sentences 1500
English words 7860
Foreign words (Arabic) 6940

Table 22 English-to-Arabic
translation results

English-to-Arabic BLEU score

Baseline (trigram LM) 0.21
Baseline (4-gram LM) 0.23

7.5.1 English-to-Arabic experimental set-up

Data description The training set is exactly the same as the one used for developing
our rule-based system. It contains relatively short sentences from simple conversations
(dialogues) in the travel domain drawn from the NESPOLE! database. Training data
statistics for the translation task can be found in Table 21.

The evaluation test set is exactly the same as the one used for the other testing
methods described in this research which is excluded from the training sets. The test
set is 300 English/Arabic sentences. We used this test set to evaluate the system output
using the BLEU score.

7.5.2 Experimental results

For the English-to-Arabic baseline phrase-based system we were limited to the
provided training data, which meant that training was much quicker, and on shorter
sentences. We examined the system by applying on the test set and measured the
translation quality by using BLEU scores. At the start, we trained a tri-gram language
model for the limited data, but to improve the translation quality we needed to use
4-gram language models for the same data. The results can be found in Table 22

From Table 22, we observe that the BLEU scores for the phrase-based system output
are much lower than our rule-based system (cf. Table 13). This is not surprising as we
used shorter sentences, with an average sentence length from 6 to 12 words, and
both limited parallel corpus and monolingual corpus. After we obtained the evalua-
tion results for both our system and the phrase-based system, the same professional
expert translator was used to analyze and compare the output for both systems to deter-
mine the differences. During this comparison, we defined the following strengths and
weaknesses of rule-based and phrase-based approaches:

• Number of hours: The number of hours for applying the phrase-based system is con-
siderably lower than for our rule-based system. The phrase-based system needed
30 h for training in addition to 25 h for the evaluation. The rule-based system needed
365 h for developing and training in addition to 88 h for full evaluation.

• Untranslated words: There are some untranslated words in the phrase-based trans-
lation output. When a word is not seen in the training data, it is considered an
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unseen event and remains untranslated. This type of error seems to be specific to
the phrase-based SMT system due to the small amount of training data which is
not a problem with the rule-based translation

• Punctuation marks: Many sentences had no punctuation at the end such as full stop
and question mark, and also some of them did not include commas, apostrophe,
etc. This is in contrast to the test data and had a negative impact on the phrase-based
translation that treats punctuation as a word

• Word order: There is incorrect word order in the phrase-based translation output.
The language model based on the available training data could not solve this prob-
lem.

• Inflection errors: Inflection errors remain low for the rule-based translation into a
morphological rich language. This is due to our rule-based morphological gener-
ation component that produces accurate inflected words

8 Conclusions and future work

In this paper, we described the development of a novel Arabic generation system.
The paper shows how we successfully added a morphologically and syntactically rich
language into a task-oriented Interlingua-based MT project. The Arabic generator is
developed for generating Arabic text from the Interlingua specification used in NES-
POLE!, a framework developed for speech-to-speech translation between European
languages, using a rule-based interlingual approach. Rule-based NLG from interlin-
guas is a widely studied topic especially when it comes to European languages. How-
ever, given the status of Arabic language technology nowadays, this current research
can be considered a step towards helping Arabic language technology catch up with
the more mature language research done for English. Nevertheless, Arabic NLG from
Interlinguas was only investigated using template-based approaches. Moreover, rule-
based tools and techniques used for these languages are not easy adaptable to Arabic
as these tools cannot handle some peculiarities of Arabic.

We discussed the morphological and syntactic problems encountered in the gener-
ation of Arabic text from the interlingual representation used in NESPOLE! For these
problems we described how we handled them.

A set of real 300 SDUs from spoken dialogues of the travel domain together with
their corresponding interlingual representations were used to evaluate our approach,
as well as the quality of the output of the Arabic generator. We followed the stan-
dard subjective, automatic, and end-to-end evaluation methodologies for measuring
the quality of the system output. The results of using these methodologies are prom-
ising and indicate that it is sufficient for achieving effective communication with real
users. The automatic evaluation under one reference set achieved a BLEU score of
0.65, whereas for two reference sets achieved a BLEU score of 0.82. The subjective
evaluation shows that the accumulated fluency is 95% correct and the accumulated
adequacy is 89% correct. The problems found were classified, explained, and possi-
ble suggestions for solutions were presented. The end-to-end evaluation of the com-
bined performance of the analyzer and the generator achieved an 88% satisfaction
rate. In addition to these evaluation methodologies, we carried out an experiment for
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evaluating our system output by comparing it against the open-source phrase-based
SMT toolkit Moses. The statistical translation results seem to still lag behind the rule-
based translation results when translating into a morphologically rich language such
as Arabic. Compared to Moses, a statistical-based MT system, our rule-based system
requires a substantially smaller amount of training data to produce accurate translation
output. However, more investigations are needed of such a comparative evaluation on
wider-scale given the domain-specific characteristics of the translation system.

Future work will include integrating the Arabic generator with the CMU English
analyzer in order to automate the translation of spoken English into Arabic. Moreover,
this integration will be extended to include the other languages supported by NES-
POLE! Another interesting challenge would be to enhance the Arabic generator by
automating the diacritization or vowelization of the generated Arabic sentence. This
is particularly critical for Arabic Text-to-Speech (TTS) system where an Arabic TTS
system might mispronounce one word due to incorrect vowelizations.

Appendix

Sample output from Arabic morphological and syntactic generations

See Tables 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, and 30

Table 23 Inflected Arabic forms resulting from morphological rules invoked on a stem and its features

Input Inflected word Output
[…[…' '…],'sex=',female, 'whose=', [… ' '…] …] 
…  Husband…………………………………I………

[…[…' '…]…] 
………my-wife…. 

[…[…' '…],'whose=',[… ' '…] …] 
……room………………… you………

[…[…' '…]…] 
…….your-room…

[…[…' '…], 'e-time=', following, 'object-spec=',pronoun 
…] 
…… need ……………………………

[…[…' '…]…] 
……I-will-need-it ……

[…[…' '…],'object-spec=', pronoun …] 
..……see……

[…[…' '…]…] 
……see-it …

'…[…[ ]… ]gniwollof,'=emit-e'[…[ '…]…] 
…… I-will-be ……

[…[…' '…],['e-time=', previous]…] 
…… reserve ……

[…[…' '…]…] 
…… reserved ……

[…[…' '…],'to-whom=',[… ' '…] …] 
…… give …………………… I ………

[…[…' '…]…] 
…… give-me ……

[…[…' '…],'to-whom=',[… ' '…] …] 
…… hear ……………………you ……

[…[…' '…]…] 
…… I-hear-you …

[…['operator=[… ' '],[[[…' '…], 'whose=',[… ' '…]],[… 
' '…]]]…] 
…………………and … family 
……………….…I…………I……

[…[…' '…],[…' '…]  
[…' '…]…] 
………I……… and … My-family 

[…[…' '…],'whose=', [… ' '…] …] 
……that ………………..…I ……

[…[…' '…]…] 
……that-I ….. 

[…[…' '…],'whose=', [… ' '…] …] 
…… winter package ……………we ……

[…[…' '…]…] 
... ..our-winter package…
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Table 24 Examples of subject-verb agreement

Verb Tense Subject Agreement

Perfect
Arrived We Arrived [pl, 1stp]

Perfect
Found I Found [sg, 1stp]

Imperfect
Would-like I and my family Would-like [pl, 1stp]
Intend You Intend [sg, 2nd p]

Imperfect

Imperfect
Can walk Imperfect You Can [sg, 2nd p] walk [sg, 2nd p]

Future
Will-Arrive I and my wife Will-arrive[pl]

Future
Will-need-it We Will-need-it [pl]

Future imperfect
Will-try send We Will-try[pl] send[pl]

Table 25 Examples of
noun-adjective agreement

Noun Adjective Agreement

Parking area [f] Near Near [f]

Information [f] Further Further [f]

Hotel [m] Okay Okay [f]

Price [m] Expensive Expensive [f]

Map [f] New New [f]

Restaurants [f] Many good Many good [f]

Places [f] Natural near Natural near [f]

Egypt [PN] Secure Secure [f]

The-castles [f] Old The-Old [f]

The-Rooms [f] Available The-available [f]

Events [f] Special Special [f]
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Table 26 Examples of
demonstrative pronoun-noun
agreement

Demonstrative pronoun Noun Agreement

This [sg, m] Reservation [m] This the-reservation [m]

This [sg,f] Map [f] This the-map [f]

This [sg.f] Festivals [pl,f] This the-festivals [pl,f]

Table 27 Examples of number-counted noun agreement

Number Counted noun Case of number Agreement

1 –
Week [sg,m] One [sg,m] Week [sg,m]

1 –
Night [sg,f] One [sg,f] Night [sg,f]

2 acc/gen
Night [sg,f] Two-Night [dl,f, acc/gen]

2 nom
Day [sg,m] Two-days [sg,m,nom]

3 –
Night [sg,f] Three [sg,m] days [pl,m,f]

4 nom
Adult [m] Four [sg,f,nom] adults [pl,m,nom]

5 –
Tour [sg,m] package [sg,m] Five [sg,f] tour [sg,m] package [sg,m]

22 acc/gen
Night [sg,f] Twenty [pl,m,acc/gen] two

[dl,m,acc/gen] night [sg,f,acc/gen]
50 nom

Meter [sg,m] Fifty [pl,m,nom] meter [sg,m,nom]

180 nom
Dollar [sg,m] One-hundred [pl,m,nom] and eighty

[pl,m,nom] dollar [sg,m,nom]

300 –
Dollar [sg,m] Three-hundred [pl,m] dollar [sg,m]

820 nom
Dollar [sg,m] Eight-hundred [pl,m,nom] and twenty

[pl,m,nom] dollar [sg,m,nom]
731 nom

Dollar [sg,m] Seven-hundred [pl,m,nom] and thirty
[pl,m,nom] and one [sg,m,nom] dollar
[sg,m]

1800 –
Dollar [sg,m] One-thousand [pl,m] and eight-hun-

dred [pl,m] dollar
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Table 28 Examples of prepositions generated by certain pairs of arguments

First argument Second argument Preposition Position of preposition

Attraction-spec= Location= Bet. args
Info-object= Object-topic= Bet. args

Location= Specifier= Before args

Address= Destination= Before args

Md= Month= Before each arg

Month= Location= Before each arg

Origin= Destination= Before each arg

Table 29 Examples of synthesizing dual forms

Noun Case Dual

Nominative
Summer package Summer (dl,nom) packages (dl,nom)

Accusative/Genitive
Double room Double (dl,acc/gen) rooms (dl,acc/gen)

Accusative/Genitive
Person Persons (dl,acc)

Accusative/Genitive
Week Weeks (dl,acc/gen)

Nominative
Child Children (dl,nom)

Accusative/Genitive
One time Twice (acc/gen)

Accusative/Genitive
Month Months (acc/gen)

Accusative/Genitive
Double bed Double (acc/gen) beds (acc/gen)

Table 30 Examples of
synthesizing plural forms

Noun Case Plural

–
–
–
–
–

–

–
–
–
acc/gen

–

–

acc/gen
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